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EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED
VOL. XXXV.

NO.

ton.' If Carranza cannot obtain that
from Villa, the power of the
"first chief of the constitutionalists"
will fall, in the estimation of the
Washington government ,' , '
Officials here have for some time
been disposed to feel kindly, toward
Carranza, and favorable reports on his
character were transmitted to President Wilson by William Bayard Hale.
Should it develop, however, that
is without control over Villa,
ABOUT
LIED
SAYS MICHAELIS
more than probable the relations
Is
It
SEEING BAUCH IN THE
with qarranza will e viewed by ofJUAREZ JAIL
,
ficials a of less importance hereafter.
iPersons In a position to know tlie
of the president and his
viewpoint
PB1S0NERS
POLITICAL
NO
cabinet officials say the disposition
of tfhe administration Is to insist on
CONVINCES
the facts of the Benton episode and
HIS INVESTIGATION
of the body for medical expossession
ARE
HIM NO AMERICANS
amination, but that there Is nothing
INCARCERATED
yet to Indicate a critical stage.
Another published, report, which
attention of the officials, to the
drew
TO
CARRANZA ISJiPPEALED
effect that Che American embassy In
Mexico City had been equipped with
IF HE DOES NOT MAKE VILLA BE- machine guns, was denied. The only
arms there, It was said, are; several
HAVE HE WILL LOSE HIS
rifles
imported before the street
PRESTIGE
fighting that ended in Madero's down-

DOESN'T

CONSUL

d

BELIEVE THE
STORY

Can-ranz-

:

El Paso, Tex., Feb. 20. "I am convinced that there are no American
political prisoners at Juarez. I know
there are a number of alleged small
crooks locked up In the regular city
jail," declared Consul Edwards today,
in connection with the story told last
night by A. Michaelis, who declared
he had just left the Juarez jail, where
he had been prisoner, and that Gus-ta- v
Bauch and 13 other Americans
were there at the time of his release.
"I do not recognize Michaelis under
that name," continued the consul,
"but his refusal to go to El Paso or
to come and see me indicates pretty
plainly that he does not care to meet
the El Paso police. Political prisoners, like Bauch, are not kept in the
jail, and 1 do not believe Michaelis'
story."
British Consul Detained
confer-todaWashington, Feb. 26. At a
between Secretary Bryan and
it was
Ambassador Cecil Spring-PricPerceval
Consul
decided that British
for the
"will not' proceed- examination of William S. Benton's
body until "better arrangements can
,
be made."
Conflicting reports of the location
of Benton's body convinced, officials
here that the British uonsul could not
proceed until the situation was mafle
more definite, and meanwhile the
American government will press for
such information as it needs for Investigation.
It was said that the British govern- . mailt
to thn TTnited
H as nrvt Inol-inStates for the recovery of, the body
as a matter of legal right at this point,
but was depending on the good offices
of the Washington government to
bring about a final determination of
how Benton was killed and the possible return of the body to the family.
Meanwhile Perceval will remain in
El PaBo in conference with Major General Scott, and waiting developments.
The government today, was exerting
every influence at its disposal to obtain from General Villa the surrender
of the body of William S.' Benton, the
British subject recently executed at
Juarez. No reply had been received
to the instructions sent to Consul
Letcher yesterday to find Benton's
grave, and Secretary; Bryan 'was suiv
prised My news .dispatches quoting
Villa as saying Benton wasi buried in
Chihuahua City. There have been
persistent reports here, too, that the
tody was cremated.
Secretary Bryan conferred with
President Wilson today and said nothing new in the situation had developed. Official denial came from trie
White House oS ona published report
that Rear Admiral Fletcher had recommended the landing of marines, tft
Vera Cruz. Attention was centered
on the Benton investigation, and high
officials conceded that future develtoopment of the American policy
ward Mexico hinged largely on; She
J
outcome of the Inquiry.
Carranza's Authority at Stake
Another feature of the situation,
which, loomed up as of commanding
Importance, was the fact that the Benton incident promises to develop into
a test of Carranza's authority and influence as chief of the constitutionalist movement Every sort of pressure, it is understood, is being brought
to bear on Carranza, both by Americans and Mexicans, who have the confidence of Washington officials, with
the purpose of impressing him with
the necessity of a clear and convincing explanation 'of all the circumstances surrounding the death of Ben
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The Commons Cheers
London,' Feb. 26. Sir Edward Grey,
the British foreign secretary, informed
the house of commons today of Secretary of State Bryan's proposal to send
an American army surgeon and another responsible American with Consul Perceval of Galveston to conduct
the examination of the body of William S. Benton, the British ranchman
killed by pVilla at Juarez. The foreign
secretary continued:
"We" are satisfied that the governr
ment of the United States is showing
as much interest in tnis case and is
doing as much to discover the facts
as if Benton had been an American
citizen. We cannot ourselves do more
at the present .moment, than send a
consul to ibe present at whatever investigations may .be made, j
"I will make a considered statement
to the house of commons next week
on the view of the British government
as to what can be done further, either
to get all the truth, if it is then in
doubfc, or to secure What justice may
require.
"Is is sacrcely necessary to emphasize that everyone Knows the deep
feeling which exists in- this house and
the country in the matter, which his
majesty's government fully shares and
which I hope it is fully recognized, is
no less deep because the expression
of it has been so very restrained."
Cheers from all parts of the house
greeted the foreign secretary's state
ment.
'

Ask for Vergara's Body
Feb. 2li. United
Tex.,
Laredo,
States Consul Garrettand S. J.Hill of
of Clement Ver-garLaredo, brother-in-laWill

were expected to reach the
scene of Vergara's execution by Mexican federals, near Hidalgo, Mexico,
today. The consul's visit to Hildalgo
was to formally demand that Vergara's
body be surrendered to the family wr
burial. 'No opposition to tpjB.was expected, 'for. at last report,, the body
was still hanging to a tree and the
Mexican troops have not denied the
manner of his death.
Personal responsibility for Vergara's death hardly will be fixed until
Colonel
an extensive investigation.
Xuevo
of
Laredo,
commander
Alvarez,
has assured Consul Garrett that the
guilty men will be punished.
A report that rebels w ere responsible
for the seizure ,of Vergara on his
d pasture in the Rio Grande and
his subsequent death was not given
credence. ty those In touch with bor-- '
dor affairs. It was pointed out that
rebels have not operated in thai section of Coahuila for months, though
t.bero are several bands of federals opposite Vergara's ranch.
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said his exepditk'h tiaa been "eminent

OR, JONES

HIED

successful."
TO Mr.
FOUR
Mawson c! ared that dredging
had yielded the 1 X collection of bio
logical specimen ner obtained in the
Antarctic. Man) meral deposits had
been exposed, hoi tot the rich. Their
extent, however, .was not traceable,
owing to the ife. Oi casionally rocks
exposed1 indicated the existence of a
vast coal bed. Tl a original expedition
APPOINTEE
MEN CONVICTED WITH
BECKER under Dr. Maw sou left Hobart, Tas- MAYjOR TAUPERTS'
mania, on Dec u it i, 1911, its prin
UNANIMOUSLY CONFIRMED
HAVE NO CHANCE TO SAVE
cipal object bein ft the exploration and
- BY THE COUNCIL
'
LIVES
survey of the - narctic coast Hue.
Two of the mem: irs, Lieutenant Nin- LIEUTENANT TO BE MOVED nie of the Ei h army, and Dr. BEGINS WORK ON AP1IL i
Merz, a Swiss, rm t death by accident.
When, the Aurora went to bring the
CITY ATTORNEY INSTRUCTED TO
CONVICTED INSTIGATOR OF ROexplorers back tiom the Antarctic, earHAVE LAS VEGAS SEWER
SENTHAL MURDER TO GO
ly last year, the vessel was forced to
leave before taning, on board Dr. MawTRANSFERRED TO CITY
TO TOMBS
son and five of his companions.
They
were well equipped and no fear was
HIM felt for their safe. It ia this party NUISANCE ORDINANCE PASSED
WIFE
HIS
VISITS
which has now re'urned.
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INSPECTOR OF

BE EXECUTED
IN APRIL
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A
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AUTHORITIES

PATHETIC

WILL BE ENABLED
HEALTH

BY IT TO IMPROVE

JAPS COMING IN
CONDITIONS
Washington, Feb. 2(1. Japanese are
being smuggled pier tJi border in
great numbers, as are Chinese and
At an adjourned meeting of the
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 26. "Gyp the Hindus,
Roger O'Uonnell, special Im- city council last night Mayor Robert
Blood," "Lefty Louie," "Whitey Lewmigration inspector, today told the J.
Tatipcrt announced the appointment
is," and' "Dago Frank," the gunmen house
immigration committee.
of Dr. G. M. Jones as milk inspector,
jointly convicted with former Police
an official created under the proviLieutenant Charles Becker for the
sions of an ordinance passed last
the
murder of Herman Rosenthal,
month.
The council confirmed the
gambler, will ibe electrocuted during
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
appointment by a unanimous vote.
the week beginning April 13. The
In announcing the appointment the
court of ap
date was fixed by
said that while the ordinance
when
mayor
the judges signed
peals today,
,
:. Met will not go into effect until April
2C
Vvt
Senate
the four death warrants.
Washington,
at, noon.
shortly before the city election, he
President Van Hi so of the Univer- believed that the succeeding city 'adBecker Removed to Tombs
the ministration would find Dr. Jones so
New York, Feb. 26. The formal or sity of V Isconsln testified on
excellent an officer that it would recommission
bll:.
court
trade
of appeals, permit
der of the
favtain him. He declared that there is
to
Commerce
Becker
committee
of
Charles
voted
removal
the
ting
from the death house at Sing Sing orably report bills td combine the reve-u- not a man in Las Vegas better qualicutter and life' saving, services in- fied for the place, Dr. Jones having
prison to the Tombs in this city, preparatory to a new trjal on the charge to a coast guard service, and for four been graduated from one of the best
of instigating the murder of Herman new revenue cutters.
veterinary colleges m the country
Rosenthal, was filed here today. It Debate resumed; on the postol'fice and having made a special study of
better and more sanitary milk.
was expected that Becker would be appropriation bill.
Dr. Jones, better known as "Rutch"
taken to the Tombs today.
Immigration committee: laid plans
Jones, is a Las Vegas young man.
The last day of Charles Becker's to complete the Luruott bill.
Since his graduation from college he
House: Met at noon.
stay in the death house at the Sing
has been successfully engaged iu vetDebate on urgert npfmpriatfona-ilSing prison was today gladdened by
' '
a visit from his wife. Owing to the resumed.
erinary practice,
The council passed the nuisance or"i Pis
whose, funeral
death of..Pri'W".nl B
Chairman'
'IruiabliU
was
of the dinance wtticK tViui iinTOtliuk'd at" the
cine and
was held yesterday, Mrs. Becker
rail- January meeting. This gives the city
and
Ohio
discussed
to
the
from
prison Cheasapeake
going
prevented
on Tuesday when news of the court road problems before the commerce power to destroy all kinds of structures which are not maintained in a
of appeals' decision, granting her hus- committee.
Herbert Noble of New York,, pro- manner assuring the health and
band) a new trial for the murder of
tested before the judiciary committee safety of the citizens. Property ownHerman Rosenthal, as announced.
Becker's first thought when he against legislation to further define ers who do not comply"5 with the
terms of the ordinance may be fined
beard of his successful appeal was of restraints of trade.
to
and
be
that'
committee
asked
she
affairs
he
compelled to pay the? costs of the
his wife, and
agreed
Foreign
notified.
The meeting between the consider tomorrow th iRalney resolu- abating of the nuisance:" The ordincouple, who for 16 months have con- tion asking Information on protection ance is expected! to be a help to the
versed through bars, was pathetic, al- for Americans in Mexico.
city in the obliteration of the fly
Immigration committeft discussed meiiace.
though each attempted to keep back
City Attorney E. V. Long reported
any outward display of feeling. Mrs. Asiatic exclusion.
Becker brought a suit of clothes and
Representative Kahn assailed the that he had investigated carefully the
matter of the transfer of the Las Veclean linen, that her husband may administration's Mexican policy.
gas Sewer company's property to the
leave the prison iu other than the
Urgent deficiencyfbill, carrying
city. He said that a large number
passed.
clothing furnished to departing pris,.
oners.
Senate bill for temporary machin- of the stockholders of the concern
ery for direct election of senators, fav- are not in ,T,ns Vegas, but Hint, those
who reside here are perfectly willing
orably reported.
Governor Yager told the Insular to transfer the property to the muniA SUCCESSFUL
TRIP
assessment leAdelaide, Australia, Feb. 26. Dr. committee Porto Ricans. were hoping cipality provided the
for the
vied
their
exultimate
for
property
against
independence.
Australian
Douglas Mawson, the
Began debate on- the army appro- building of the city sewer system Is
plorer, returned here .today from the
abated. 'Thiswas the agreement at
Antarctic on board the Auroral He priation bill.
iUill. ,
f!
ONE, EACH TRYING TO HIDE
EMOTIONS

te
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NE7 YORK GIANTS

IN A GAME PLAYED BEFORE KING GEORGE

BY THE f CORE OF

BRITISH

CARTOONIST

DEAD

Iondon, Feb. 26 Sir John Tennia,
for many decades tSie leading British
cartoonist, died today at the age of

Feb.

hearty
American cheers and a tiger was
the welcome given toy the baseball
teams to King George on his arrival
today on the Chelsea football grounds
to witness the, game between the New,
York and Chicago teams. The play
immediately in
ers were grouped
front of the royal box, and the rattle
ot the hurrahs pleased the royal
sportsman, who repeatedly bowed his
acknowledgements.
The king was accompanied by Walter Hlnes Page, United States ambassador, and the full sitaff of the American embassy, as well as a large suite
of court officials.
The ambassador introduced Charles
A. Comiskey, John J. MoGraw, John
Farrell and James J. Callahan, with
all of whom the king shook hands.
The members of the American colony
made the occasion a holiday, and were
present in great fores among the
spectators.
All branches of British sports were
well represented.
Many of the lead

lmdon,

5

TO

4 IN LONDON

30.-00- 0

cricket and football players were
the ground, taking keen notice of
all the points of the game. The Earl

;0,00( spectators saw a splendid display of the American national game.
His majeety showed intense interest
of Lonsdale and Baron Desborough, in every play. When 1n the- - middle
both prominent in sporting circles, of the match Chicago was retired
were among the many titled person- with three men on bases and only one
ing
on

ages surrounding the king.
amused
The- erowd was greatly
while awaiting the arrival of the king
by the baby mascot of the Chicago
team. During practice the 'boy went
to bat and made a home run through
the slackness of the New York players.
The game went 11 innings. Daly,
the first man up In the eleventh in- ning, won for Chicago with a home
run. At the end of the ninth inning
the score was tied, 2 to 2. In the
first, half of the tenth the New York
'
team got a lead of two runs. This
in
thei
second
half
neutralized
by
was
Outfielder Crawford, r1io knocked a
home run and brought in a man from
second.
In the eleventh lnninar the New
York batters wniit out one, two, three.
Then' came Daly's homo run. Despite
the fcOJigy diamond, King George and
-

REFUSE

CHASE

ACCEP

SUBPOENA

mm

no'-woul-

d

--
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WILL SELL W. U. STOCK
Washington, Feb. Feb. 26. Plans, by
which the American Telephoe and
Telegraph comipany will dispose of
the $29,000,000 of Western Union Telegraph stock through Kuhn, Loeb and
Company, of New York, acting1 as underwriters, have been approved by
the department of justice. The underwriters will dispose of the Western
Union stock to parties other than the
American Telephone and Telegraph
company to meet the ideas of Attorney General McReynolds.

the time of the building of the city
sewer and It was Intended to effect
the transfer at that time, but the chaotic condition of the Las Vegas Sewer
company's affairs has delayed the
TO
final settlement, hi tne meantime the
stockholders of the sewer company
are assessed for the construction of
the new sewer system In their district.
Judge Long said that the sewer company's constitution provides that each
piece of property connected with the COLORADO'S ADJUTANT GENERAL!
line shall hold a certain number of
DEFIES STATE AUDITOR
shares of stock for each lot. As many
t
KENEHN
of the pieces of property have been
transferred several times since the
sewer was built, it u necessary to HIS TESTIMONY
IS
have the city engineer make a map
showing all the connections before
the stockholders can be located. Af- GUARDIAN OF COMMONWEALTH'S
MONEY WANTS HORSE BUYter this Is done a meeting of the stockholders will be called for the purpose
t
ING ACCOUNTS
of transferring the property to the
city, upon which the sewer assessment against all the property on the WHO HEED THE FIISMSOT!
old sewer will be abated. Judge Long
was instructed to proceed in the manTHE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE
ner he deemed most proier, to close
LOOKS INTO THE LABOR
up the matter. The Las Vegas Sewer
WAR AT TRINIDAD
was
not
company
organized for profit,
but for the purpose of serving a section in the business district of the
Trinidad, Colo., Feb, 20. A deputy- city.
bearing a subpoena issued by StateThe street and alley committee pre- Auditor Roady Kenehan, and directed.
sented, a resolution instructing
the tor Adjutant General John Chase, was
city marshal to inform the owners of turned back at the guard lines of the
property adjoining the alley north of military camp here. A. similar subNational avenue and 'between Twelfth poena was served on v apt. E. P. Forestreet and the Gallinas river that they man, but it was announced by the.
are expected to be present at the military authorities that he bad been
March meeting of the city covnfeil to ordered to disregard it.
Before an attempt had been ina.!-tshow, cause why the alley, which has
been closed for ftuout
ten years,
serve tho subpoenas on the officers,,
should not be
and .vacated. it was stated by the military authoriAt its last meeting me council re- ties that General Chase would refuse-t-o
ceived a petition asking that, the alrecognize tho authoritv of the stat.
auditor to force him to give testimony.
ley be opened. ;
Dr.'C. C. Gordon, tne city physician, General Chase, it was announced,
reported four births during January, would agree to appear voluntarily 'betwo of males and two of females. fore the auditor and grve him any inThere were five deaths, of which formation he asked:, but he would not
three were ot males and two "of fe- accept service of a mbpoena
males, three being residents of the
he permit any of his subordinDr. Gor- ate officers to give information, to tfic
city and two
don reported some mild cases of con- state auditor.
The theory of the rnilitia legal detagious disease, though not of sufficient niuwber, or seriousness to cause partment is that the statute giving
alarm.
the auditor power to iame eubpoer.aE
The police Judge and chief of police does not apoly to the miliiin, which
tion of $11 in fitiew Curliiir January,
the city being liable so costs in the
sum of $1.25 The street deparrnmr.t
reported1 thaving done considerable
work, the weather having been such
as to permit it to keep in operation
practically, without interruption.
The council finished its business at
9 o'clock.
Present were Mayor Tau-perClerk Charles Taninie, and Al- dermeu R, F. Hays, Dan Stern, B.
McGuire, A. H. Lorenzen and R.
t,

McCIanahan.

MS

SSUTHEIt
NATIONS' HELP

REPRESENTATIVE

SUGGESTS
MEANS OF ENDING THE
MEXICAN TROUBLE

out the king applauded as wildly as
any of the American fans. When a
foul hit from Egan's bat broke a window above the royal box the king did
not even dodge tho falling glass. He
took away a piece of the broken window as a souvenir of; the gama
The king told Ambassador Pago,
who throughout had been coaching
him as to the Intricacies of the gume,
that ho had thoroughly enjoyed the
afternoon. One of tho royal party,
the Earl of Chesterfield, had less
pleasant memories of the occasion, as
some on in the crowd stole bis tie
pin valued at $2,500.

ernor.
Judgo Ad.'ixate IMiaid lin V
today, before (he issuance of ths
subpoenas, talked! with Mr. Kenehan
over the telephone, and offered on. behalf of the commanding general
to
furnish any information that was desired on the subject or bills for horses.
the matter which Keshan. Is investigating. Mr. Kenehan went to the office of the district attorney, whera'
Captain Foreman appeared before hint
to give information. It developed that
the captain did not have the desired
memoranda with him, and he returned
to the military headquarters to get
them and did not return. It was thea
Mr. Kenehan decided to issue
'

The old dispute between striking
cool miners and mine owners as to
who fired the first ehot in the labor
war in southern Colorado was threshed out before the congressional investigating committee today. Witnesses,
for the coal operators' have their versions of the battle at Ludlow on October 7, between guards in an automobile and strikers from the tect
Over this bloodless clash a.
colony.
controversy has raged for almost five
months, each side accusing the other
of being the agressor.
Witnesses for the operators today
?wore tihat the first snots were fired",
Counsel
for the
b'y the strikers.
miners sought to establish their claim
that the guards fired Into the Ludlow
colony before the strikers used their-guns-

A

-

CHICAGO DEFEATS THE

!(

Washington, Feb.
'lCalin, republican, .ef, California,
in an address in the liouse today, expressed the hope that the administration's Mexican policy soon would give
way to a new one whicji would bring
about peace and tranquility in the
southern republic. While opposing
armed intervention he asserted that
the "present policy, unless speedily
and radically changed, must inevitably lead to armed rnterventlon,"
"The fact that it pecamo necessary
to Issue a proclamation removing the
embargo on arms to be shipped into
Kahn said,
Mexico," Representative
"ia practically an admission of the
failure of the policy of 'watchful
waiting.' Deadly drifting is a much
more accurate description of the administration's policy. And since the
embargo has been removed what has
happened? Additional murder, additional lawlessness, for which we are
probably resiwnsible."
Mr. Kahn urged tiiat renewed ef
forte .be made to restore, peace.
the belief that if this government were to Invite the cooperation of Argentina, Brazil and Chile in
an' effort, to solvo the. Mexican difficulty peace and order soon would be
established.

.

In the automobile on October r
were Walter lielk and 0. W. I'jelcber,
detctelives, E. S. Larson, a hotel proprietor; R. G. Holt, company storekeeper at Deiagua; N. J. Chapin, superintendent of machinery for tho
Fuel company, an i
W. IL Watson, the driver.
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ELI G1BLE

line of presidents. As president he
appointed to tile bench men who were
known to be conservative and of unquestioned legal ability and reputa-

RETIRE
COURT
OF SUPREME
MEMBER
REACHED HIS SEVENTIETH
YEAR TODAY

In the natural course of events the
present administration is likely to
witness the disappearance from public
life of several of the eminent publicists now numbered among the member's of the supreme court A great
power thus will be vested in the
hands of President Wilson. It is to
be expected that he will appoint
whose views coincide with his
own. In other words, there will be
placed on the bench men who will
interpret the law along the advanced
lines which Mr. Wilson always has
advocated.
law-per-

s

CUITY

MEW

IS

'

READY
SENDS PART OF ITS SAN DIEGO
EXHIBIT TO EXPOSITION
MANAGERS

Santa Fe, Feb. 2&. Tne board ot
Feb. 2C Associate
Washington,
New Mexico exposition managers toJustice Horace H. Lurton received
day received its first consignment of
congratulations from his colleagues
72 colored stereoptican slides which
on the supremo bench today on the
will serve as a basis for the daily
an
seventieth
his
occasion of
birthday
lecture on the attractions of Luna
niversary. Justice Lurton is a native
county to be given as the San Diego
of Kentucky, but has resided the
exposition. The work on the slides
greater part of nig lifo in Tennessee,
is from excellent photographs furnish
With the attainment of his seventi f NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
ed by Exposition Commissioner Sam
eth year Justice Lurton becomes eli
T. Clark, superbly done.
Especially
gible to retirement from the bench. It .
Santa Fe, Feb. 26. Thei time for graphic are the pictures showing the
has been a pretty general rulo among
the members of the court to take ad filing income tax returns and the great wells that furnish the water
vantage of; the law which permits penalties in .connection therewith, are for the irrigation of so many fertile
them to retire on full pay when they further outlined by the following com acres in the Mimbres valley. Closely
have reached the age of 70, though in munication by the commissioner of allied to these photographs are pic
tures of ditches flowing bankfull with
the case of a. few members who have internal revenue:
"You are hereby advised and will the
been blessed with robust health they
stream. Irrigating fields
have waived the rule and have con- so announce from your respective of of alfalfa as well as truck gardens,
tinued to grace the woolsack for sev- fices that tine law and regulations re- and acres in beans and other money
eral years after they have reached the quire returns of income for the tax- bringing crops. The manner of drill
able period March. 1 to December 31, ing these wells1 as well as the simple
age of earned retirement.
At this time there are two members 1913, to be made and filed on or be- pumping machinery are well explainof the court eligible to retirement be- fore March 1, 1914. The law ia man ed toy these photographs and each pic
sides Justice Lurton. They are Justice datory and allows no Giscretion to be ture tells more of a story than would
Oliver Weadell Holmes, who will be exercised by any officer. Section many pages of printed text.
72 years old next month, and Justice 3176, Revised Statutes of the United
Convincing also are the pictures
Joseph McKenna, who was 70 last States, as amended andfmade part of which give an adequate Idea of the
August. In addition, Chief Justice the income tax lawy gives to col- fine school facilities to be found
White will become eligible to retire- lectors of internal revenue (they be- throughout Luna county and especialment next year, so that several chang- ing satisfied as to the merits of the ly at Deming. The magnificent modes in the personnel of the highest claim, and in the reasonable exercise era school houses, tne athletic teams
court may take place before the end of their judgment "and discretion) of the high schools, both of boys and
of President Wilson's term of office. authority to grant extension of time girls, the groups of children both
Should three or even four of the not to exceed 30 days from the time within and without the schools and an
members of the court resign, retire or prescribed by law in which to file a especially fine photograph of the
die during the next three years, Presi return of net income, and then only board of school trustees at Domingdent Wilson would probably appoint in cases where such failure, neglect all will make their impression on the
democrats to succeed them. At the or refusal is the result of "sickness millions of homeseekers and hundreds
of investors who will visit the expo
present time the republican, members or absence.'
outnumber the democratic' members
"You are also advrsed, and will so sition., Street scenes in Deming taken
on the bench two to one, so that the announce, that there will be no on festival occasions as well as views
apiolntment cf as many as four dem change in income tax regulations as of modern and cozy residences with
ocrats would give that party a major- they now exist prior to March 1,1914, roses clinging to the roof are most
and that all persons and corporations attractive. Streets of bungalows and
ity of only one.
Presidents have generally felt thorn required to make a return, which have gardens that look like a glimpse of
celves limited to their own party in not as yet done so, should make and fairyland all contribute to the ensem
making appointments. In his appoint file their returns at the earliest op- ble which brings the conviction that
ments ot Justices Lurton and Lamar, portunity and on or before March 1." Deming and the Mimbre3 valley are
both of whom are democrats, PresiPenalties and additional tax in con-- ' indeed in God's country.
dent Taft almost created a precedent. nection with refusal or neglect to file
There is also another phase brought
The only other president who stepped return of income within, tne prescrib- vividly to the mind by pictures of the
over party linos in selecting a member ed time are given as follows:
stock industry in Luna county and
of the supreme court was Benjamin
"As to corporations: For neglect these are to be supplemented by pho
harison. Just aB he was about to oe or refusal to make a return within tographs' and slides of the mining
Buceeeded by a democratic president, the prescribed time, corporations are camps in the hills ns well as of the
Mr. Harison appointed his friend, Jus- liable to a penalty not to exceed $10,- - rugged scenery in the mountains,
tice Jackson of Tennessee, to the
'
Pictures1 of public buildings and of
,
'
bench.
"And in case of neglect or refusal the products of the county fill out
Every president who has served his to make, or for a false or fraudulent the rest, of the collection and a slide
full term of four pears has had an op- return made, 100 per cent is to be showing the energewc Deming cham
portunity to appoint one or more jus- added to the tax.
ber of commerce In session clinches
tices of the highest court No ap"And in the case of neglect or re- the argument put forth by the Luna
pointments were made by Presidents fusal to make and verify a return county boosters that enterprise and
William Henry Harrison, Taylor or within the prescribed time (except in opportunity have indeed joined hands
Johnson, but none of these three serv- case of sickness or absence) 50 per to create a veritable empire in south
ed a full term of office. Five is the cent is to be added to the tax.
western New Mexico. That this is
'
largest number of justices appointed
"And in case f an officer of a cor- true is proved by the fact that the
by any one president. That record was poration, or like institution, charged board of county commissioners of
first established by Jackson, and later with the duty and responsibility of Luna county has voted $2,000 to help
matched by Lincoln, Grant and Taft. making and verifying a return, who the exposition commission to feature
The supreme bench always has been makes a false or fraudulent return the glories of the Mimbres, valley.
an object of reverent admiration in with the intent to defeat or evade any
Mr. Taft's eyes. It is well known his assessment or tax, he shall be guilty
TAFT TO SPEAK
personal ambition led him in the di- of a misdemeanor, and be subject to
Washington, Feb. 26. Former Presrection of the supreme court, and if a fine not to exceed $2,000, or to im- ident Taft ia to be heard by the house
ha had had his own way he would prisonment not to exceed one year, or
judiciary committee tomorrow in adhave preferred to have been an as- both, at the discretion of the court, vocacy of the Clayton bill, which is
sociate on the highest tribunal rather together with costs.
designed to effect reforms' in federal
than to have taken his place in the
"For neglect or refusal to make! a court procedure. The measure would
return "within the prescribed time, tihe authorize the supreme court of the
penalty is not less than ?20 nor more United Statea to prescribe forms and
than $1,000.. And in the case of inten- ruleB and generally to regulate the
tional neglect or refusal to make, or pleadings, procedure and practice on
a false or fraudulent return made, the common law side of the federal
there shall be added 100 per cent to courts.
the tax.'
"And In case of neglect or refusal
to
make a return within the prescribtrying to find a safe, nour- ed time (except in case of sickness or
will
agree
ishin? food that
absence) there shall be added 50 per
with the baby that has just
cent of the tax."
been weaned.
Mow to Avoid Those Pain and Distress
W. II. OSBORN,
Which to Many Mothers Have Suffered.
Commissioner.
Approved:
This is an important epoch,
'
W. G. McADOO, Secretary.
and on securing proper food
Postmaster Named
the
future
growth
depends
L.
Palmer !haa been named
Josie
and health of the child.
fourth class postmaster at Causey, N
life-givin- g

-

.

Mothers
Often at
Wit's End

of

,

Grape-Nutprepared as
follows has often solved the
perplexing problem.
s

Place one or two

teaspoon-ful-

s

in a cup
of hot water; stir for five
minutes, at intervals; pour off
the liquid portion and' add a
little sugar. Feed this "liquid
to the child.
Grape-Nuts- "
of

Grape-Nut-

s

Milk and cream, and more

of the softened
may be added later on.

Grape-Nut- s

This food is convenient,
economical and safe. It is
worthy a trial, especially
where other "Infant Foods"
do not make good.
I

'

i here's a Reason"
Grocers sell

Grape-Nut-

s

M.

Postoffice
The postmaster general has rescind- I
ed the order of January 28, 1914, dis
continuing the postoffice at Guadalupe,
Guadalupe county.
Back From Roswell

'

'

Deputy United States Marshal Rose
has returned from RoBwell where he
attended the United States district
court As he was leaving Roswell the
judge and other officers! of the court
were starting for Las Cruceg where
Judge Pope holds court for some days.
Mr. Rose does not think the judge will
be back In Santa Fe much before
Mart

15-

-

Goes to Carlsbad
Chairman Groves of the corporaleaves today for
tion commission
Carlsbad to spnd a few days. Hugh
II.' Williams of the commission is still
in Washington attending a Knights of
Pythias convention. He is expected
hero by March 1.

V
Ih
pity more women ilo not know of
Mother's Friend. Hero is a renmly that soften
the nitiHrles, enables them to expand without
miy strain upon the ligaments ami enables
women to g
through maternity without pain,
or any of the tlreadetl
naunea, morning
symptoms so fnniilir to many mothers.
There is no foolish diet to harass the mind.
The thoughts do nut dwell upon pain and sufThousands of
fering, for all such are avoided.
wonvn
no
themselves
to thf
rewijm
thfrtoftil thai:Kncs3
rtbtOH,i ura natnrn
They know better, tor jn Mother's Friend they
have found a wonderful, penetrating remedy to
banish atl tooe dreaded exierienee.
It is a subject every woman should he fnmU
liar with, and even though she may not require
ueh a
he will now and then meet
some prospective? mothor to whnru & word ia
time about Mother's Friend will eonie en a won- -,
Wfui bless! osr, This famous nwdv )g nnl
In?
on 'a
ait ,lr,i..,.i.!o antt ia
It Is for ?v tenia! Uae onfy, and is really wort lit
to the lirad-f- i
Ib weight in K'.!d. Write
id J'letjutfitor Co., 127 Lamar fiidg., Atlanta,
Hii., fvr a ifcost valuub'-- ' hjoiu
Tt

r
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CRIMINALITY

Has Been
i.tificatlon
"
Means of Gaining
Dinorst Living.

Fraudulent
Taken Up

FIRST 10 BE

T

WiE

1 THURSDAY,

-

THE

CLERGYMEN

ME

PLEASED

II

Id-

vr-Jo- hn

ThomtiRon of Hamilton. On
tario walked into the parlor of his
home one nlht recently and found
his family mourning around a coffin
in which they supposed his body was
lying. There had been a storm on
the Great lakes, and when Thompson's father read of the finding of
the body of John Thompson, fireman
of a lost lake steamer, he went to Ket
tle Point and Identified the body as
that of his eon. The coffin had just arrived, and Thnmnson'a mother had
lust advanced to look at the body en
closed when her son entered. Thompson senior could not explain the iden
tification. '
But there have been many cases like
his in the way of mistaken identification. Everv dav at the morgues in
the large cities there are cases of
fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers
identifvlne bodies aa those of rela
tives. Some know them by this mark
and some bv that, but they are aDso- lutely certain. In some instances coroners have had to prevent rival Iden
tifiers comlne to blows.
Fraudulent Identification has got to
be a regular trade. Inquiry la made
at the morgue for a fictitious relative
by a member of an Identifying gang
The dead are closely observed. In
cidents of their history and Informa
tion aa to what was found on them
are gathered carefully. Then when
another member of the sang has learn
ed these facta he goes to the morgue
and identifies the body that will yield
the most profitable return.
ALL

26, 1914.

NEWS OF THE DAY

Chiefly as Understood by the Man
Who Does Not Have Time to
Read the Papers.
"I am glad to hear," said the Man
Who Does Not Have Time to Read the
Papers, "that this income tax will
apply to interbloeking directors.
"I wonder when they're going tc
start running trains in this new Cats
kill aqueduct, now that it's finished
"I don't believe Wilson will evei
succeed In having this James Lind
elected emperor of Mexico even if he
does speak Latin.
"I knew the telephone company
would have to cut rates when the par
company got to competing
with it. "It seems to me that this paying oi
$5 a day to automobile inventors as a
millenium wage, is going to leaa tc
anarchy or even to sociology. But that
ain't any worse than paying $12,000
a year to the city chambermaid, ae
they do right here in New York.
"Were you to the auto show at the
Garden? Who won the races?'
"It wasn't at the Garden," said the
Man with the Newspaper, "and they
cel-po-

Every Express Brings
Something New in
Women's tailored Wear

PLAY
CINCINNATI MINISTERS ENDORSE
OF "THE
PERFORMANCE
PRICE SHE PAID."
A few weeks ago, when the newest
dramatized story, "The Price She
Paid," was being presented in Cincin
nati, the management was much
to receive a visit from six cler
gymen, all of whom have heard about
the play and were anxious to see it
for themselves. It was at first thought
that these reverend gentlemen might
take some offense at the clear, plain
manner In which the story of the plaiy
was told. Much to everyone's surprise, however, when the final curtain
was rung down, the churenmen complimented the management upon the
absorbing interest of the play as well
as the high moral lesson which, they
readily saw was taught.
"Our girls
remarked
one of the clergymen, himself a high
rignitary of the church, "have untold
temptations cast in their way. This
is especially true of the larger cities,
where mothers are so eager seeking
entertainment themselves that they
have no time to watch over their
daughters' welfare. I often wished
tthat someone would bring us a play
like this, which would prove so conclusively to young girls that the best
thing 'for them is the straight hnl
narrow path. The highway of sin
may glitter and be very inviting for
the time being, but there is a bottomless pit at the other end cf the road
of pleasure, from wSich rescue is im
Once a girl finds herself
possible.
in this maelstrom of vice, no hand is
held out to her, and there 13 no chance
for lasting reform.
"I am glad I saw 'The Price She
Paid.' I am going to my congregation
and tell them to see this play by all
means. It will purify their soul, it
will make all the men have a better
opinion of women and it will make
all young girls realize what a priceless
thing is their virtue.Headed bp a metropolitan cast, and
having as Its star no less a competent
actress than Miss Sylvia Summers,
this great play, which has been pronounced even more absorbing than
David Graham Phillips' book, will be
seen at the Duncan opera house on
Monday, March 2. '

DISTINCTIVE
NEW SPRING COATS in some very novel and stylish
effects. These were selected with much care and fore thought and
while they have all the commendable features, extremes were avoided. Among the oolors are ltust,. Tango, New Greens, Blues, Tans and
Blacks. The price range la from
'..$17.50 to $37.50.

d

MORE SPRING SUITS. Among the newest are some very charming
effects la Silk Poplins, Taffetas and Moires. The attractive Bolero
Jacket permits a full view of the beautiful skirt "We want to give
special mention to a new green moire, and a
green, and
blue taffeta model. You will be delighted with these new creations.
two-tone- d

Come.

MISSES CREPE DRESSES, neatly made of figured Cotton Crepe,
have wide belts of satin ribbon, are trimmed with lace and covered
buttons. Dressy, and the patterns are very desirable. Priced at
. . . . v
$4.50 each
'

now-a-days-

didn't have any races."
"Didn't, ehrsnorted the Man Who
Doesn t, "FomSd stopt em, I suppose THE JOY OF DANCING EXERCISE
of this lmpuritanism." New
More
Very few women or men seem to care
York Press.
to tango or get dancing exercise unless they are assured the freedom
Russia's National Debt.
For several years Russia has been from aching feet that Allen's Foot-EaIncreasing its national debt, and fig
the antiseptic powder to be
ures show that over 45 per cent, of shaken Into the shoes,
always gives.
loans emitting in the course of the Since the
tendency to hold dancing
last five years were subscribed in for
parties has become almost a daily and
eign countries.
The Russian government Is anx hourly necessity in every community,
ious to get money from other lands the sale of Allen's Foot-Easso the
and is expected to seek further safety druggists report, has reached the
r
in European markets very shortly
mark.' Sold Everywhere 25c.
with which to meet requirements for Trial
package FREE. Address Alien
the present year.-- '
S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y. Adv.
Statistics show that during the
past five years 5169.6 million rubles
FARMERS' BILL PASSES
were raised by Russia, 3657.1 millions
State College, Fen. 20. The New
in the country, and 1059.3 abroad. The
Mexico College of Agriculture and
value of a ruble la about 51 cents.
Very striking Is the manner In which Mechanic Arts is laying plans for the
the Russian national debt has been in carrying out of an extensive
program
creased in the course of the last two of farm demonstration
for next year
years, aa also the additional amount under the terms
of the Lever agriculof money borrowed on foreign mar
kets in the year 1912, which jumped tural extension bill, which passed the
from 256.0 million in 1911 to 448.3 mil senate on February r.
This bill provides that the agricullions last year.
tural college of each state shall bring
se,

high-wate-

AND MISSES'
WASH DRESSES.
A large assortment In Crepes, Ginghams, Percales and Linens. Neatly trimmed
and the prices are so small that you really cannot afford to make
your children's clothes. We Invite your inspection.
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home to the farmer, on his own farm,
the scientific methods which have
been discovered and worked out at
colleges and experiment stations. According to the bill as passed by the
senate the plan of carrying on this
work shall be decided upon by the
agricultural college of each state in
with the secretary of agriculture. Ten thousand dollars will
be appropriated to each state every
year for this purpose, ana tnis amount
is to be increased by an additional
sum of $600,000 each year unti the
total appropriations ' to the states
reach $4,800,000, this increase to be
apportioned among the states according to rural population, and conditioned upon the states appropriating an
equal amount for the same purposes.
New Mexico will receive $10,000 the
first year, and if the state appropriates its1 portion, this sum will be increased by $9,413.22 a year until the
maximum of $44,132.20 is reached in
1924.
These figures are based upon
a rural population in the state of

Titcro

Sm

J SB HHUIA'JfMffH

So

280.730 according to the 1910 census,
and it is expected that the census of
1920 will increase the apportionment
for New Mexico.
There are a few minor differences
between the bill as passed in the senate and in the house of representatives,
but it is regarded as practically certain they will shortly be adjusted in

a joint conferene.
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY

Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Compound saves money because just a
few doses stops the cough and cold
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and inflamed 6ur--,
faces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

Job E. Hedges, who was a republican candidate for governor of New
York in 1912, announces that he will
bo a candidate for nomination again
on the same ticket in the primaries

next

fall.
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USED THE WORLD

OVER TO CURE A COLD IM ONE DAY.

Always remember the full name. Look
lor this signature on every box. 25c.

Historic London Building.

The Inns of Court hotel, London
which is .to become the telephone exchange for Holborn, began life as the I!
Blue Boar tavern in Plantagenet times
taking its name from the crest of the
De Verea, who owned the land there
abouts. When Its neighbor and rival
the George Inn, was demolished under
Queen Anne, the Blue Boar annexed
the name George as Its subtitle. It
was at the Blue Board that Cromwell,
disguished as a trooper, stopped a
man about to set out for Dover. In
his saddle he found a letter from
Charles I. which determined him on
the king's execution.
Emerson Was a Prophet.
Emerson lived before the days of
the Frisco receivership and the bankrupting of the New Haven road, yet
one may read in an 1857 entry of his
newly published "Journal:"
"I took much pains not to keep my
money In the house, but to put it out
of the reach of burglars by buying
stock, and had no guess that I was
putting it into the bands of the very
burglars now grown wiser and standing dressed as railway directors."
Collier's Weekly.
. There
"probe"
alive."
ness, of

Are You Alive?
Is no way by which you can
to another that you "are
It Is a matter of consciousyour own consciousness, and
doubts your existence must

he who
keep on doubting so far as any argument that, you may be able to offed
him Is concerned.
If he will not take
your word on the matter, the whole

controversy is forever settled.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000,00

$50,000.0$

J. M, Cunningham, Preside
Frank. Springer,

it
.

INTEREST PAID.ON

TTJVIJED
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T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Asa't. Cash.
D.

t.

DEPOSITS
t

BANK

VEGAS-SAVING-

CAPITAL STOCK

,

-

-

'$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel NationaFBank
WM. O, HAYDON
H, W. KELLT
D. T. HOSKINS

....
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.

.

Interest Pedd On Deposits

Pre8iaent

vice President
Treasurer
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NEW YORii SETS A

FEBRUARY

mind that the chances of finding a "Come, come, my jolly hearty boys
And drink while drink ye can;
A
mate tare shrinking somewhat.
'Tis on the ground we soon must roll
Prisoners
Hobble Skirtq for
With whiskey every man."
are
womeu
Growing Bananas in Gotham
New York's
prisoners
' New York
City has larms, fisheries,
dressed in hobble skirts. Needless to eay, it was a woman who creameries and county fairs all within its spacious borders, tout a city
made that rule. Miss Katherine
who took his place with the
official
Davis, the new commissioner of
new
administration
woman
only a few days
to
is
first
who
the
charities
hold so high an office under the city, ago has discovered a product whicft
IN NEW
YORK
has full change of all of all New he had never suspected could be ALIMONY CLUB
JAIL COSTS A GOOD DEAL
Cabot
York'3 prisons, and the result of her brought forth hereabouts.
TO MAINTAIN
first day"s inspection was to issue the Ward, the city's new park commissionorder reforming the woman's dress. er, was making his first visit to the
New York, Feb. 2G. Every member'
Other reforms will follow, Miss Davis offices In the Arsenal at Central
of attendants of the Alimony club confined in Ludhas promised, but the question of Park when a group
clothes comes first. "You can't help came in carrying with, them a huge low street jail costs the county of
a woman who 'looks like a mattress," bunch of red bananas. They were New York $60.41 per week, which.
Miss David said,
"These horrible j ripe and not too hard and ready to Sheriff Grifenhagen considers rather
dresses of
which the pris- - eat, and the commissioner sampled high, and every prisoner not a memoners are forced to wear are enough one and found that is was good, they ber of the club costs just as much.
to Bhame the soul out of any woman. were not a gift from any friendly col- The sheriff thinks that a new jail
We shall have them put into gingham lector or steamship line, but were should be provided where the expenat once. And the cut of these dress- grown, the commissioner learned, in ses could be cut to about
es Is shameful.
It's years since it the Central Park greenhouses. The of this amount.
He said he thought it would be poswas the fashion to wear such full bananas were weighed, counted, and
sible
to board' the Ludlow street jail
commissionnew
of
then
order
the
by
skirts. The gingham vlll cost more,
but we won't need so much of it, and er the bunch was sent off to a hos- prisoners at far less expense at a
it will te well worth the money In pital, where the patients were treated first class hotel, and he has written
the added self respect it will give our with tropical fruit, home grown and to the board of estimate and apporMiss Davis ought to know home picked by the servants of the tionment on the subject.
people."
"They could be supplied with prishe"
is talking aDout, as she was mast cosmopolitan city of tne world.
what
also vate baths and cigars for what we
Park
Central
The
greenhouses
rethe
head
the
Bedford
of
formerly
are paying for them now," he says.
formatory for women, a state insti- grow lemons, it is said, hut there is
In his letter the sheriff says the
tution which is said to have saved a custom which prohibits the attendmore girls from the life of the streets ants from handing these to their su- present jail consists of a brick building and a large open court or yard
than any other organization in the" perior officers.
at Ludlow and Essex streets and
Enormous Silverware Order
world.
It would take a remarkably good Essex market place. The building has
The "Religious catoaret" Next
housekeeper to care for such au out- 52 cells, of which some are double,
between
To teach men the way to better fit of silverware as has recently been and has a total capacity of
90 prisoners.
and1
80
Sixty-sevethousand
here.
things by a cabaret show and lead purchased
"The building Is antiquated," he
them to salvation 'by the tango is the pieces, made on special patterns for
"The. cells are dark; they are
says.
and
a
customer,
very exacting
special
somewhat (novel scheme which the
lit by candles."
out
biglast
the
were
turned
year
by
Salvation Army has tried in its new
Since the federal prisoners are now
concern in
"religious cabaret" in Jersey City just gest silver manufacturing
in the city prison the averconfined
oraer
so
was
world.
The
the
large
&ew
across the Hudson.
York has alof prisoners in Ludlow
number
hotel silver depart- age
ways poked fun at Jersey City, hut that the company's
dwindled only to 14.
street
has
bne
to
was
this
ment
job
up
given
this time, It is admitted even along
"By reason of the small number of
for the entire year. The hotel which
Broadway that credit must he given.
f
of the jail is acwas
remarkable
order
this
openprisoners
No religious cabaret has yet been gave
continues
the sherclosed
off,"
of
and
time
ed
this
1914,
first
the
tually
by
heard from among Manhattan's white
indi"A
calculation
iff.
wa
simple
e
seen
has
real
of
a good part
the
very
lights. The Salvation Army Is very
a cates that, based on an average of
room
service.
For
every
dining
much in earnest about the new plan.
of forks, 14 prisoners, and including interest on
The army's best song writers have special different pattern
not
was or capital invested in land and build
covers
and
what
knives,
been working (hard iltting earneslt,
were
dered.
careful
rhe
ings and loss of taxes, it costs $8.33
So
designers
words to the latest ragtime
to
that
per day to take care of these prisonhave
everything exactly right
tunes. The theory oi the new cabarers. My calculation is as follows:
of
architects
with
consulted
the
they
et is that the
usually
food supplies,
owes his degraation to drink. "You- the building and the decorators of the Salaries of employes,
interest
$26,716.36;
etc.,
fuel,
rooms
to
were
annually,
where
appear.
they
've got to give them something to
on investment at 5 per cent, $12,500;
One
of
thousand
several
service
an
take the place of it, booze,"
officer
On this basis
loss- of taxes, $1,275.
GOO diners with silsaid, "and the best thing for that is pieces will supply
$3,'
monthly
expenses,
ame
of
ver
approximate
th
pattern.
exactly
a real good time; smging and live, upexpenses,
624.45;
daily
In
a
approximate
is
also special service
gold,
amusement. Some people have There
$1 20.81 ; divided by average number
for 50 persons.
complained that we are doing wrong
of persons (14) equats, per day, $8.63.
in setting sacred words to the popular
"I am informed that this matter has
tunes of the day. These people prob
under discussion, and 1 am pre
been
OR
IF
CONSTIPATED
ably never knew that the hymn tune
" Coronation" or "'Crown Him Lurd
senting this toiyou at this time in
the
that a serious effort will be
of All" was originally sung to the
BILIOUS "CASCARETS" madehope
to
provide a Jail which will anwords:

OVER SS50

WEE! TANGO DRAMA IS

FOR POISONER'S

NEW HEALTH

to-b- e

Be-me-

RECORD
FIGURES SHOW IT TO BE HEALTHIER THAN THE RURAL
DISTRICTS

New York, Feb. 26. New York,
celebrated justly as "the greatest summer resort In the world," is r rw waking up to the fact that this city may
also claim to be the greatest heatlh
resort in the world. Learned and
famous authorities have been preaching time out of mind that the "ceaseless rush" and the "restless turmoil"
of Gotham was taking years of the
lives of its citizens. The facts that
have just come out. for the year 1913
to
Tgive the New .Yorkers a chance
think somewhat better of his city.
There were 73,901 dteaths here last
year, or more than the population of
Charleston, Savannah or Portland,
Maine.. But these represented a death
rate of only 13.76 deaths for every
thousand of population.' That is a
lower rate than that of any country
of Europe, lower than the average
death rate of the ten states of the
United States which keep records, and
is beaten only by Vermont, Michigan,
Maine and Indiana. In these states
the majority of the population live. In
the rural districts, where the death
rate is supposed to be much lower
(ban in the cities. But New York, the
"Big Town," beats even the country
districts at their own game, for the
death rate of the rural districts of all
the ten states is 15.20 per thousand.
Apparently, then, by moving from the
country tp New York a man betters
lils chance of dodging the Grim Reap-c-r
by nearly 10 per cent. The average death rate in the "registration"
cities of America, or all cities where
the records are publihsed, is 18.57 per
thousand, so that moving to
from another city means, apparently, a 26 per cent better chance.
A curious fact about the figures is
that, while the city must have grown
in population since la!2, the number
of births, deaths and marriages were
all smaller last year. . The decrease
was in each case very slight. The
number of births, 135,134, was not
quite twice the number of deaths, and
was 521 short of the 1912 record.
Marriages numbered 51,267, or below
the number in 1912. So that it would
seem that any unmarried person who
to
Is thinking of moving to town
lengthen his life would better keep in
New-Yor- k

.
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swer all purposes at a proper expense,

and which will at the same time proSICK , HEADACHE,
SOUR
FOR
vide a proper jail wuere civil prisonSTOMACH, SLUGGISH LIVER .
ers may be maintained in the county
AND BOWELS.
of New York."
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Is it possible there is a woman in this country who continues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, which proves'beyond contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffering among women than any other one medicine in the world ?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women
and every year we publish many new testimonials, aH genuine and true. Here are three never before published:
From Mrs. S. T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.

w
For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
Providence, R. I.
done I wish to state what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor said it
caused a displacement.
I have always been weak and I overworked
after my baby was born and inflammation set in, then nervous prostration, from which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The Compound is my best friend and
when I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to take your medicine." Mrs. S. T. Richmond, 199 Waldo Street,
Providence, R. I.

A Minister's Wife Writek
"I have suffered very much with irregularities,
's
pain and inflammation, but your wonderful medicine, Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound, has made me well and I can recommend
Cloquet, Minn.

link-ham-

the same to all that are troubled with these complaints." Mrsv Jen-k- is
Akeeman, co Rev. K. Akerman, Cloquet, Minnesota.

From Mrs. J. D. Murdoch, Quincy, Mass.
u

The doctor said that I had organic trouble
and he doctored me for a long time and I did not get any reliet I
eaw Jbydia E. llnkham's Vegetable Compound advertised and I tried it and found relief before I had
finished the first bottle. I continued taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman and earn my own living." Mrs. Jane D.
Murdoch, 25 Gordon St., South Quincy, Mass.

South Quincy, Mass.

r-

to T.YDIA E.riNAM MEDICINE CO.
(COXFIDENTUL)LKN,MASS.,foradvice.
xox&r letter will bo opened, read and answered
n.Writ

i-

by

a woman and held ia strict confidence.

Take a Cascaret tonight to cleanss
your liver, stomach and bowels, and
you will surely feel great by movulng,
You men and women who have headache, coated tongue, can't sleep, are
bilious, nervous, upset, bothered with
a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, or
have backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your towels clean
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascurets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
indigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; taka thp excess bile from
the liver and cairy off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. A
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. Don't
forget the children. Adr.
KENTUCKY

DEMOCRAT

BANQUET

Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 26. The most
representative gathering of the demo
cratic leaders of Kentucky that has
taken place in several years is expected here tomorrow night to attend
a banquet arranged by the Young
Men's democratic league of Kentucky,
The promoters of the affair have secured several democratic leaders of
national prominence to deliver ad
dresses.

the lungs that was
expected to cure itself has been the
A heavy cold In

starting point In many cases of dis
ease that ended fatally. The sensible
course is to take frequent doses of
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP
It checks the progress of the disorder
and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
Adv.

TRY NEGRO FOR MURDER
Evansville, Ind., Feb. 26. Walter
Mundy, colored, was arraigned in
court today to stand trial on a charge
of first degree murder. He is accused
of waving shot and. Killed Bessie
Chikls, a colored woman, . when she
refused to admit him to her house.
The tragedy occurred last November.

Sheriff Grifenhagen suggests that
as much of the space now occupied
by the old jail as will permit the
erection of a prison to accommodate
not more than 25 persona can be utilized and the remainder of the property used by the city for other purposes or sold.
The sheriff also calls attention to
the fact that the lease on the floor now
occupied by him and his attaches at
No. 299 Broadway will expire In May
and asks that accommodations be provided for him and his staff In the
hall of records or the new municipal
building.
Charles I Swain, who Is speaker
the lower house of the Ohio gen
eral assembly, has made announcement of his candidacy for the demo
cratic nomination for United States
senator. '
of.
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Hcpei Her Statement, Maele TulZc,
will Help Oilier Women.
Hines, Ala. "1 must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything 1 ate. 1 had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
Irregular.
and would have severe headaches continuously.

26, 1914.

Since taking Cardui, 1 have entirely
quit spitting up what 1 eat. Everything
seems to digest ail right, and.l have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
wrong to suiter.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ilis, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our onice, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which actspecificaliy
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped ethers, and will help
a bottle today. You
you, too. Get Your
druggist sells it.
won't regret it.
Me
CtMttMWOfi
dlcine Co.. tadlts' AdWrite to !
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A FRENCH POET HAS WRITTEN A
PLAY ABOUT THE NEW
DANCE

Says the Kansas City Star:
It is here at last; not here in Kansas City nor even In the United
States, but it has come into being. It
was Inevitable that it should come at
some time; and everyone has been
watting with feverish interest for its
arrival. The scene of its advent was
waere it should be expected in Paris.
But Paris received it rather cpldly.
Mon Dieu, it was so disappointing. It
was really a bore.
What, you may rise to inquire, has
been awaited so eagerly? And what
has at last put in a tardy appearance?
Why, the tango drama, of course. Was
it not a foregone conclusion that the
dance which has caused so much discussion, and has elicited so many and
varied comments should be incorporated into a play? Of a certainty. And
what place could be more fitting for
its debut than gay Paris? None, you
will say, and probably you will heave
a sigh that it should be so a sigh of
regret that no American playwright
interpreted the writing on the wall to
mean that a tango play was the one
thing needed to make the gayety of
the nation complete.
Only recently Jean Richepin, the famous French poet and dramatist, delivered a lecture on the tango before
the Institute of France. It was a
learned and searching discussion. M.
Richepin undoubtedly was a tango
expert; he had made a deep study of
the famous terpsichorean brainstorm.
And, naturally, Paris was not surprised when the poet followed this lecture with a play in four acts called
"Le Tango," which was produced not
long ago at the Athenee.
Paris awaited its premier eagerly;
for "Le Tango" offered wondrous possibilities for a human interest play. It
attended the first performance in
throngs. But and this Is the sad
part of it "Le Tango" proved a disappointment. The play was dull, woefully dull. Better things were expected of M. Jean Rlciepin, the great
poet, and a member of the Immortal
Forty. But not so. Nothing great
came from him. Nothing even good
resulted from his laudable effort to
interpret the spirit of "le tango" into
a classic drama.
In "Le Tango" Zizf tfe Lucignan and
Marie Therese, his
wife,
led what M. Richepin would have one
believe to be a "modern life." Zlzi
himself is only 19 years old, and he
and his wife live as If they were
brother and sister. The young couple's
language Is as modern as their principles, and all during the four weary
actsi M. Richepin has them indulging
in philosophical conversions, intersected with Latin and Greek quotations,
and reading from various little books
conveniently at hand in a pocket.
But what have philosophical conver
sations, Greek and Latin, and such
kindred topics to do with the tango,
you ask? Nothing. That is just the
reason the play was so disappointing.
There was something uncanny in this
modern couple and the tango enthusi
asts were rather bored.
But there was a great sigh of relief
when, in the final scene of the play,
this unique couple danced the famous
tShgo, and passioa. was aroused in
their hearts.
Although the plot of the tango
drama was simple enough the same
could not be said of the scenery. It
was exotic In the extreme. There
were black and white walls, black and
white floors, a. golden swimming bath
with a remarkable frieze, cushions of
every conceivable color and many of
them and a colossal lampshade that
made the audience gasp: in the finai
act supposed to be in the aristocratic
Faubork Saint Germain where the
tango was danced; by the young man
and his wife, the guests all appeared
In the most daring and eccentric of
modern skirts, the very reverse of
pretty, to be In keeping with the great
tango scene.
Safe for Babies, Effective for Growrv
Ups

That's Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It has the confidence of your
drupgist, who knows It will give you
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States- boro, Ga, says: "I have used Folev's
Honey and Tar Compound ia my family and have sold it in my store and
it never falls to cure." Refuse a substitute. O. G. Sehaefer aud Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
EDUCATORS MEET IN LOUISVILLE
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 26.IJouisrfne
is preparing to entertain early in Ap-

ril what promises to be the larret
and most notable educational conrer-enc- e
ever held in the south. The
Tenn.. for Sl'tciul lif
visory Dept.. Chattanooga,
book, "Hone occasion will be the first joint conStntetifmi n J'our case n1
nl in plain wrapper.
reituwnt tar Wanna,"
vention ever hold by the Southern
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Ever try Aunt

Jemima's for Waffles?

you naven t, mere s

a gfood time coming. For
is simply great

Aunt Jemima's

Ise m town.

for waffles.
Makes them rich, tender and liirht
as thistle-dow- n
golden brown and
delicioiib-lookinso
that the mere sight
i
f
mem
makes you nungry.
oi
Easiest thincs imaginable to stir up, too- You can have a bowl of batter ready and in.
in no time. And my stars!
the waffle-irofolks
do
love 'em. Have, them for
how the
JioneyJ.

sr

1

1
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breakfast.
Your grocer has Aunt Jemima's in the
bright red package. Save trie top and
get the funny Rag Dolls for the kiddies.

to-morro- w's
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Educational Association and the con
ference for Education in the South.
The chief purpose of the joint meeting of the two bodies will be to se
cure a closer
of the educational forces in the south. The
Southern Educational Association em
braces In its membership hundreds ot
teachers throughout the' south, representing every branch of educational
activity, from the country school to
the largest colleges and universities.
The annual conventions of the associa
tion are devoted to the consideration
of practical problems of teaching and
school management
The Conference for Education in
the South), on the other hand, is not
a teachers' association for the discussion of the technique of the schoolroom. It is a coming together of the
representatives of all classes who
have at heart the welfare of the
country, and who believe the largest
(factor in the production of this wel
fare is the right education of all the
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people for the duties and responsibili-

ties of industrial, civil, social and religious life.
The meeting of the two bodies ia
conjunction is expected to attract not
only a vast number of educators but
also a host of statesmen, editors, lawyers, physicians, farmers, preachers,
d
merchants, manufacturers,
and thoughtful men and womeiv
of all professions and, from all walks
of life, who will meet to discuss in a.
way
broad, practical,
the fundamental problems of education and life in their application ten
conditions in the south.
puMic-splr-itet-

Chronic Constipation Cured
"I had been troubled with chronic
constipation for two. years and trledi
all the best physicians in Bristol.
Tenn., and they could do nothing
for me. Two packages of Chamberlain's Tablets cured me," writes Thos.
E. Williams, of Middleboro, Ky.- - Fo
sale by all deal ers.i Adv.
j
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These percolators produce coffee that at once appeals to all lovers of good coffee because they extract
only the delicate aroma and delightful flavor of the bean.
Coffee thus made is harmless, because it contains a
minimum of caffein or other ingredients that make ordinary coffee harmful to many people.

Delicious Coffee irt Nine Minutes
When attached to any convenient electric light
socket these percolators are ready. for instant service.
They are safe, clean, convenient and reliable.
The presence of an electric percolator on my
table adds that touch of "something different" an-"something better" in keeping with Haviland chin
and Sterling silverware.
Come in to-dand see our many diffcrcr.t ffylet
J
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KEEP ON GOING TO SCHOOL

THE ELK PRtSERVE
Came Warden Baca is still waiting
Herbert Quiejt, editor of the Farm a telegram from Montana calling him
snd Fireside, the national farm paper to the Yellowstone Park to look after
ublished at Springfield, Ohio, tells in
the shipment of 50 elk for New Mex
?ue current issue of that publication ico. Interest is
growing in the plan
about an old lady in Missouri, 83 years to have an elk preserve up Santa Fe
of age, who is just beginning to learn
"I pledged $25 to the pro
canyon.
o read. Mr. Quick goes on to say
ject," said Nathan Salmon today, "on
ithat although there are things that condition that the elk preserve be
Un bo learned
better in childhood j accessible
by motors, t should think
"ian in later years, he would take a spot up near Monument Rock would
;
auople between 20 and 40 tf he want
prove ideal. Certain it Is we must
cd to educate a community in . the
the elk where the tourists can
have
: JttAllv
ltnnrtnnf rfhtnero in life Hton.
get a peep of 'em, otherwise they
ature and art Continuing with a plea will come home
disappointed. I am
that fuller use of empty school houses sure that 25 elk placed up the canyon
Jbe made, be writes in part as follows:
where anyone! can see them will be a
VI wish every one of us could take
big talking point for Santa Fe. Every
'the "roofs of J all the houses In any one
who has visited Los Angeles will
; school district where this Is read and
remember how the Angelenos keep
eee what is going on of an evening
to the tourists about the os
inside. The homes are filled with talking
trich farm that 'marvel' which everywomen getting supper, men eating,
one must see. And everyone goes out
'women washing dishes, families sit to see the old birds swallow oranges.
ting about the fire after supper toast- Wonderful, Indeed not, but the touring tired feet or talking casually ists have a
place to so and tho An
about the day's work. Horses are be
gelenos have a talking point. Thats
ing curnea in we uarn, ana biock about what it amounts to. In view of
looked after for the night. The
hundreds of thousands of members
: mother ia doing some necessary eew-"in- the
or the B. P. O. B. in these Unieed
Mostly the people sit silent
I feel sure that beautiful ani--j
there is really nothing to talk Slates,
mal from which the El'fs have taken
about. And every schoolhouse, neartheir name, ,wi! attract more touristsly, is dark. There Is the stove, ready than a dozen optrlch farms." Santa
to heat the room; th desks and
Fe New Mexican. ,.'
blackboards, unused.
"But let us look again at Che homes
in our school district. Over there. Is ilORSE T1IEIF CAUGHT
a home with a shelf of books maybe
a library. Here is a man who could
take charge of some sort of class n
CQOSS PEAS
the neighborhood, nituj 'school ; over
there Is a woman who ihas studied
wine science or art which she could JOSE MACKEY ESCAPED FROM
SIERRA COUNTY JAIL FOUR
teach. In every home is some man or
YEARS AGO
woman who knows something which
all would' be glad to. know. 'All uiey
AlbuerqueTN. M., Feb. 2fi. Joe
need Is a start, an Impulse a servant
to find out what each can do, and Mackey, leader of" a "horse stealing
in
work out plans for tbera, 4
(, . gang which, pprated extensively
"I should like to see'tha older peo- southern ivew Mexico four years ago
and who escaped from the Sierra
ple go to school."
o
county jail after a sensational battle
with officers, was captured this mornMOKE LIGHT ON MEXICO
ing near Cooks Peak, N. M. Mackey
If the administration at Washington returned to Ills old headquarters at
iiad ,a intimate and practical knowl-- . Lake Valley, where he was surroundHe escaped by ridedge of Mexican conditions as Mr. ed Tuesday night.
of of fleers, carrythe
line
through
Albert Von Hoffman, the St. Louis ing
citizen who has just come from the ing an old man across his saddle, leavscene of trouble, says the St Louis ing word that he would not be taken
C
In an editorial, it alive. He surrendered when surrounded this morning, without a fight.
la possible the present policy of fa
to ring chaos there would never have
een adopted. Mr. Von Hoffman, from A Good Cough Medicine for Children
1m Intist experience as the owner and
Convincing proof of, the rare cur'
r f a t.i
j ,a' i'i n, speaks ative
properties of Chamberlain's
j l!w h k hi ,i
.tjs Ui it revo-- s Cough Remedy came from Mrs. Mary
ar nitre' euw ln for power Fawcett of Grinnell, Iowa who says:
1 i
' (
i
' t v men of "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy helped
'
'
!
f . s tlj t Slir-my little boy a great deal when he
"
t
n i i It p
,
i
It Is a good
Mipe in lind whooping cough.
1 V 1
'
t
i
f rrd f v, medicine." For sale by all dealers.
'
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Advertisers

interim president, has soldiers, and
a few votes are enst, chiefly by
those representing the man in power.
This is the way President Porfirio
.
Diaz was elected for term aftsr
It was the way Madero was elected
after he drove Diaz from tho country.
It was the way the last electfoa was
conducted by Huerta. It is the way a
new election would eo managed in
case of Huerta being overthrown by
Villa or eome other revolutionary
chief.
With such conditions peace in Mexico depends upon therein of power
being in the hands of some man
strong enough to compel it. Such a
man was Diaz. His successor, Madero,
was not strong enowgfi, and stronger
men wrecked his administration and
in the wrecking he lost his life in a
manner peculiarly Mexican and not
at all peculiar to Huerta, upon whom
oficial responsibility Jiad been placed.
By no means can we endorse these
Mexican methods or approve these conditions, but we are compelled to take
account of them and govern ourselves
do not, they will
accordingly.
lissert themselves in the, end in producing a worse situation than would
result from our recognition of them.
A strong man must govern Mexico.
One strong man held the reins cf power. We refused to recognize him, as
ofher governments did, and" did all we
could to undermine his power. The
result is that another strong man
worse than he has arisen, and we are
threatened .with having our policy of
elimination of one made successful by
the substitution of another whose in
dividuality is still less pleasing, or of
resorting to that which it dhouldhave
been our first and strongest effort to
All
prevent, military intervention.
this was known in a general way by
previous administrations, and governed their policy of leaving to the Mexicans themselves the approval or
of their rulers and the method of their acquisition of power, ac
cepting de facto governments as such
and dealing with them as such. That
way lay immunity from the necessity
for intervention, save In the event of
actual chaos and anarchy. We shall
be fortunate if the new way does not
prove a broad highway leading direct'
ly to intervention.
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ing places. These ar located in the
more populous centers where the ad
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Santa Fe, Feb. 2C Miss Manette
industrial
Myers, superintendent, o
education for New Mexico, returned
last evening from Aztec after being
snowbound on Cumbres pass for 24
hours. Sb4 addressed meetings of
teachers both at Aztec and Farming-toand aroused inueV enthusiasm," so
that : manual training and domestic
science will be introduced by several
of the schools.
n

BIRTHDAY
EXCELLENT
PROGRAM
IS ARRANGED FOR FRIDAY AFTERNOON IN DUKE CITY

OHIO REPUBLICANS
The

N. M., Feb. 26.

Albuquerque,

University of New Mexico will celebrate the twenty-fiftanniversary of
the date of the passage of the bill
through the territorial
legislature
creating the institution, Friday after
noon at 2:30 in the nniversity assembly hall.
The anniversary falls on the 28th,
but Friday afternoon, the 27th, had
been chosen as a more convenient
date both for the university people
an the general public who are cor
dially Invited to' attend and take
part in the celebratK.4.
The formal program will be an impressive one and will include addresses by President David
Roas
Boyd, Dean C. E. Rodgin, Governor
E. S. Stover and Hon. Bernard S. Ho- dey,, Mr. Rodey, at that time a member of the territorial legislature, was
instrumental in
largely
pushing
the
through, the measure creating
Bniversity and making the original ap
propriation for Its erection and main
tenance. The actual founding of the
institution did not occur for some ten
months, following the passage .of the
bill, and the anniversary of theactual
be
opening of the institution willmade the occasion ror a much more
elaborate celebration in yhich the en
tire state educational system will b?
invited to participate.
From his wide experience and connection with early educational condi
tions, Governor Stover will speak Fri
day on "Educational Conditions in New
Mexico Before the Establishment of
the University."
Dean C. E. Hodgin will address the
audience ' on "Educational Beginnings," Mr. Hodgin, a pioneer in edu
cation in Now Mexico and a member
of the university faculty almost from
us beginning. is well equipped
to
himdle this subject and his address
will be looked forward to with great
interest.
s t
President Boyd will look into the
future of the university in his address,
talking on the broad subject, "The
University of New Mexico During the
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26, 1914.

positively stated that no decision in
the matter had been reached.
It also has been reported here for
some time that the iJuerta government wastnotaverse to having foreign countries sending legation guards
to Mexico City, and that the diplomatic representatives in Mexico City
from practically all the nations had
recommended such action. The United States has ' each time been advised
previously of the intention of the
other countries to send' marines to
Mexico City and has offered no objections. Recently President Wilson
told callers he Baw no occasion to
follow the action of other nations in
sending marines to Mexico City. It
was stated that his position was

Si

FRIENDSHIP
i

O., Feb. 26. Ohio republicans gathered here today to attend
Columbus,

a dinner intended as a "get together"
for republicans
and progressives
They heard D. Meade Massie, Chilli-coth- e
editor and former Roosevelt re
Governor
characterize
publican,
.Tames S. Cox as "a common enemy
against whose democratic machine all
good citizen should unite," and Senator William E. Borah of Idaho argued for a national policy of absolute
obliteration of monopoly..
Senator Iiorah also expressed the
personal hope thatOhio soon would
enter the ranks of woman suffrage
states, and predicted that equal sufeventfrage would become nation-wide

ually..
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latest token of friendship in jewelry is in the Friendship Bracelet.

THE

COLUMBUS

DRAWS' PROGRESSIVES BACK
TO THE FOLD

X

Dainty, small and inexpensive.

La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
Some victims of la grippe never fully recover the health of the lungs, and
persistent coughing is weakening. The
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes it valuable In severe la grippe
F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
coughs.

la Silver
Gold

75c to $1.2o

--

$4.00 to $6.00
$1.25 to $2.00

--

Gold Filled

writes: "La grippe left me with a severe cough that Foley's Honey and
Tar cured, and I am back to my normal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Also Friendship Circles in Brooches and
Scarf Pins. Not just fads but attractive
,;
jewelry. Call and see them at

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
that
Chicago, Feb. 26.

shipments from Argentina and India
would be scanty gave the market to
day a new upturn. Resting orders,
which yesterday maae selling at an
advance such an Important factor, had
apparently been withdrawn over night,
and there was but little pressure on
the market. Commission houses were
moderate buyers, Impelled largely by
hope of continued liberal export deto
mand. (, Prices cpe.ned
higher and afterward showed a further advance. The close was weak at
V to VsM cent net advance.
Corn rose in response
to advices
that foreign supplies, including stocks
in Argentina and the Black Sea ports,
were exhausted, The mild weather
In the United States corn belt, however, acted as a check on the bulls.
Trade was on a big scale. Opening
to
up, were
prices,' which were
followed by an additional gain. The
close was Irregular, a shade lower to
Vi cent higher compared with Jast

TAUPERTS
ifotft-

Whether the meeting today was
actually a "get together" between republicans and progressives was a
question of dispute. Republican leaders asserted 20 per cent of those attending the dinner ., voted the third
party ticket in 1912.
Charles L. Thvrber, secretary of
the progressive state executive committee, gave out a statement denying
that many members of the progressive
party are returning to the republican
fold. He said:
"The republican meeting in Columbus today Is not a getting together of
republicans and progressives, but
merely a getting together of the stand night.
pat republicans."
Sympathy with the corn bulge helped to lift oats, but commission hoi'ses
SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
seemed to have plenty for sale on evPeople everywhere are talking of ery advance.
the quick aJid fine results Foley
Provisions did not keep step with
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles. the upward movement of grain and
You can not take them into your sys- hogs. Longs were inclined to realize.
tem without good results. That is besame as
cause. Foley Kidney Pills give to the First sales varied from the
2
to
later
with
nature
last
what
bladder
night
higher,
just
kidneys and
calls for to heal these weakened and transactions at,. a lower level. The
inactive organls. O. C. Schaefer and closing quotations were as follows:
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Wheat, May 94; July 89.
Corn, May 67; July 66.
AIIERICAN MARINES TO Ots, May 40; July 40.
Pork, May $21.57; July $21.63.
Lard, May $10.80; July $i0".97.
BE BARRED FROII CITY Ribs, My $11.55; July $11.67.
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MARCH 2

DUBINSKEY BROSS. INC. PRESENT

THE MOST POWERFUL STCRY EVER STAGED

"THE PRICE

SHE PAI
Th

News-Pres-

Says

s

Better Than DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS Book
More Laughs, More Thrills, More Common Sense
and the Best Acting In Any Play That Has
Ever Been Staged Here
.

Next 25 Years."
rue musical features of the pro-pram will be of especial interest. Mrs.
R. M. Barton, wife of the professor
of mathematics at the university and
a soprano of unusual talent and power, will make her first public appear
ance in Albuquerque. The remainder
of the musical program will ibe by the
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Girls' Glee cltifb ancj under the direr-lio- HUERTA REFUSES REQUEST FOR
New York, Feb. 26. An active bear
IN
LEGATION
FOR
GUARD
Miss
McFie.
of
Mary
at the outset today fail
demonstration
THE CAPITAL
ed to produce lasting results, and the
market grew dull after early losses
Mexico City,
GIRLS! DRAW A MOIST
'
President Huerta today refused per- had been recovered. Selling by Lon
on
orders
from Paris
and
direct
mission to the United States governm- don,
CLOTH
HAIR ent-to send 2,000 American marines and Amsterdam, made an Impression
as a guard for the legation here. This on the stocks for a time.
Low prices for copper metal oper
information came direct from General
TRY THIS! HAIR GETS "".THICK,
ated against the copper' shares. Poor
himself.
Huerta
GLOSSY, WAVy""AND BEAUTI' j General Huerta
aya he. was asked railroad earnings, reports of lessened
'
FUL AT ONCE
to
agree to the dis- commercial activity In various lines
Immediate? Yes! certain? that's by Washington
addition to the Americans, of and uncertainty as to the Mexican outin
patch,
the joy of It Your hair becomes light,
utilized to' sell the mar1,000 more men made up of Germans, look also were
wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as
was offered, howBetter
ket.
support
To
all
this
of
French.
and
English
soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young he
as
shorts
and
soop"asi,tthe
ever,
returned a negative reply, on the
girl's after a Danderine. hair cleanse.
'.tq'.'kover'i f prices hardened.
was
such
need
for
there
that
ho
ground
jubi iry mis iuuitsicu a ciom witn a
Bonds were steady.
.
v,
little Danderine' and carefully draw precautions.
Bullish interest was revived by ac;
American
Nelson O'Shaughnessy,
It through your hair, taking one small
refused at first eith- tive bidding up of the principal stocks.1
d'affaires,
charge
strand ,ftt a time. Thla will cleanse
er to confirm or deny the Informa- Union Pacific's January statement,'
the hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil,
tion. Later O'Shaughnessy denied any showing a loss in net of only $25,0001
and In Just a few moments you have
of a hew
Accord- offset 'the announcement
of the proposal.
doubled the beauty of your hair. A knowledge
to
to
be
suit
enjoin
payment
to
brought
said
is
to
the
reports,
ing
plan
delightful surprise awaits those whose have."
Huerta of the special dividend. Union Pacific
President
reached.;
hair has been neglected or is scraggy,
advanced a point.
,
through other, channels.
faded, dry, brittle or thin. Besides
The market closed' steady. PresThe president told callers that Rear
beautifying tho hair, Danderine dis Admiral Fletcher had sent a
sure
disagainst Northern Pacific depreslong
solves every particle of dandruff;
the sending of ma- sed tt over a point.vbut otherwise the
patch
discussing
qjeanses, purifies and. invigorates the
rines, but his conclusion was that movement was trivial. The last sales
scalp, foreyer ptopping Itching and such a move on the
were' as follows:'"'
part of the Amerfalling hair, but what will please you ican
. .'. . :
government was riot advisable or Amalgamated Copper . . ,
most will be after a few weeks' use,
. .I';.". .106
. . . .
..."
...
Mr.
Sugar
this
time.
at
O'Shaughnecessary
when you see new haliv-fl- ne
, and
96
T.. ;;. . ,:.
Atchison
i.took' the same fiewi
nessy
downy at first yes hut really, new
..
...164
Reading ..
hair growing all over the scalp. If you
05
Southern Pacific
y
Permission was not Asked care for pretty, soft hair, and lots of
160
Union
Pacific
came
Word
Washington, Feb. 25.
it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of direct
64
Wilson himself United States Steel

"

.;

COMPLETE DUPLICATE IN EVERY PARTICULAR
THE ORIGINAL NEW YORK PRODUCTION

OF

Special Prices for this Engagement Only

PRICES

lOO -

75c - 50c
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Sheep, receipts 7.000.
dy.

'

'i V

Ladies' Home jour&al Pattern

$S.5010.50.

(56.

Abi

-

; during

CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Feb. 26. Hogs, re-

Market steaLambs $7.258; yearlings $6.25
7; wethers $5.455.10; ewes $5.25

--

'

.,.n

'V

Get one of these patterns fi w
j

KANSAS

western steers $78.75; southern
steers $6.508; cows $4.507.75;
heifera $6.509.15; stockers and feeders $6.257.80; bulls $67. 50; calves

j..

it

-

V,'

109

ceipts 10,000. Market 5 cents higher.
Bulk $8.458.70; heavy $8.658.75;
packers and butchers $8.558.72;
lights $8.408.65; pigs $7.508.25.
Cattle receipts 4,000! Market steady
to strong. Prime fed steers $i.60

y

llTs-821-

........ ......

United States Steel, pfd..

III ill

j

.'.''-7-

.....

from President
Knowlton's Danderine from any drug
that the United States had
today
store or toilet counter and just try It.
never requested permission to send
Adv.
marines to Mexico City and had not
discussed nor taken up the subject in
Colda, constipations and headache
are three common afflictions and re- any way with Mexican officials.
Officials here made' it plain that
lieving the constipation helps the
cold and stops the headache. Use they regarded such au announcement
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they by General Huerta as being made for
are very prompt and thoroughly
and
absolutely no unpleas- its possible effect In Mexico City
cleansing, with
ant effects. ' A Whole bottle full for to accentuate the provisional presi25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross dent's
repeateJ assurance that foreign
Drug Store. Adv.
ers are in no danger,
For several days there has been discussion. In official, circles about the
"SPILLS sending of a legation guard to MexJ ' 'I t '
' tonMtftut fc A
X
ico City similar to tbosa sent by
V
f l1moi.d Mmd
Great Britain and Germany, and while
11
of
it is admitted that the Washington
- J !'rui .1.1 I. ofhpr.
A
I
It RiyM I fnnr
It.XP 1$, J years
Hi,Ml I'iLlA for Si administration had been considering
kjKtvn as Itcsi.tT lest. Always Reliably
the advisability of such a sten, it was
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

PONT FORGET BASKETBALL
TOMORROW NIGHT

26,

114,

'

STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

AT THE ARMORY

1

Mrs. Ollle Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Homalne. Adv.
J. D. Johnson of Buxton was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
D. C. Huntington of El Paso, Tex.,
was a commercial visitor
in Las
bust-wva-

W'
Vegas today.
A B. Blyth of Topeka, Kaa.came
Sn yesterday evening for a few days'
business visit.
Jose G. Alarcon, former probate
judge, was a' business visitor in. 13
Vegas today.
J. R. Johnson, representative of a
Chicago soap house, was a business
visitor here today.
S. F. Miller of
Oklahoma City,
Okla., came in yesterday evening for
a brief business visit.
Mrs. George L. Guy left today for
Wagon Mound, where she wifl visit
for the next few days-,,C. C. Hughes of Chicago came in
jyesterday evening for a short business visit in Las. Vegas.
B. Haskel of Ribera came in yesterday evening and will be a business
visitor here for a short time.
Rafael G. Lucero, a cattle man of
Antonchieo, was1 in town this morning to look after, business affairs.
Simon Bacharach left this morning
for La Cuesta;, where he will be On
& short business visit for several days.
Paul McCormick, a well known
heop man of Chaperito, N. M., came
in last night for a short business visit.
Miss Helen Alldredgc of Springe:,
Tofurned o uer home today aftsr having" been a visitor in Las Vegas for
the past few days.
Wallace Miller, special agent for
the Northern Assurance company,
came in last night from Oklahoma
City, Okla.. for a short business visit.
Mr3. A. Anderson and daughter,
Miss Grace Anderson, left today for
Los Angeles, where they will locate.
Mrs. Anderson has been a resident
ot Las Vegas for a number of years.
,:
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PRELIMINARY

PR-ICE-

Y.

1

C,

A.

LAS

ADULTS
STUDENTS
CHILDREN

VEGAS

S

.
(under 12)
.

.

.

33c
25c
. 20c

G. B. Fisher of St. Louis came in
this afternoon: for" a short stay here.
M. C.
A
C. M. Snyder of Denver was a comJOHN W. HARRIS, Pres
GEO. II. HUNKER, Vice Pres
SIG NAHM, Vice Pres I
mercial vrsitot in Las Vegas today.
CECILIO ROSENWALD, Secretary
Mr. and Mrs.' J. J. Dunn of Chicago
arrived In Las Vegas last nigiht for a
short viBit
I
Liberal (o its customers yet conservative in its management the
Mrs. Molfy F. Schmidt left last
night for Los Angeles, where she will
remain for the next several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. McElwain of SU
N. M.
IN LAST GAMES OF BOWLING TOURLouis arrived . in .the. city this after- ATHLETES ARE WORKING
noon and, will be visitors here for the
NAMENT ARE PLAYED BY
PREPARATION
FOR TRIP
next few days. '
WIRE LAST NIGHT
TO ALBUQUERQUE
Invites your account either Commercial or Savings. We pay 4 per cent on Savings AcMrs. Ed O'Brien and daughter. Miss
The last games of the boxball tourThe athletes of the High school are
Loveta, will leave thia evening for
counts, on Checking Accounts 2 per cent
they will busily employed in track work in pre- nament with St. George, Kas., were
Philadelphia), Pa., where
visit relatives for the nxt several paration for the Becond annual
played at the Y. M. C. A. last night,
weeks.
meet, which will be held in resulting in victory for the Las Vegans. The local boys were in the lead A. solicits the
S'ig Nahm, of the firm of Stern & Albuquerque on April 25.
patronage of all the en connecting rod; Spencer Wishart, made two JfcmandS in his offer to buy:
This meet is statewide and is held in the tournament from the two pre- citiaens for this reason.
Nahm, returned this, afternoon from
No. 2, out in third lap, engine trouble; either the decision
oi a court of last
Santa Fe, where he has been for the at the New Mexico University grounds vious series and were a little worried
The Y. M. C. A. team is In the best Dave Lewis, No. 6, out eecond lap, resort on the validity of the
past few days attending Masonic cere- at Albuquerque under the supervision over the outcome of the last three possible condition and ready for the burned bearings; Frank Verbeck, No. reserve clause or the admission of the
monies.
of that institution. The meet is open games, as. the Kansas boys were big contest.
The plaers have prac- 9, out ninth lap, burned bearings; J. new Federal League of Baseball clubs
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Graham of A- for all high schools in the state, and showing considerable improvement ticed faithfully for the past several B. Marquis, No. 14, out in tenth
lap, Into membership in the national comlbuquerque came in "last night from doubtless will be attended by teams and might make a run and come out weeks and say that they will defeat broken axle; Frank Goode, No. 11, out mission.
in the lead. With this staring the Y. the Duke Citians in the
the Duke City for a few days' stay. from several schools.
in eleventh lap, broken feed line; Edbig game.
M. C. A. team in the race it went Into
conevin
interested
the
enter
are
school
will
trip
the
The
They
High
.The Albuquerque team is known for ward Pullen;, No. 4, out in fourteenth
.,
RITCHIE WILL FIGHT
'
tent that Is being managed by the
ents provided the athletes keep up the the game to win and the outcome its strength, and reports are that it lap, car wrecked when trre burst.
San
Francisco, Feb. 2G. Willie.
score it had rolled
Morning Journal'.
is in excellent shape for the game.
steady practice for the meet. Su- showed the beat
Ritchie,
lightweight champion of the
tournament.
the
Mrs, Lillian Oldham, who has been perintendent Rufus Mead this morn- during
The team Is composed of members oi
left
world,
today for Chicago. On
A few minutes after the game was
visiting Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roseberry ing announced that he is willing that
the city team of Albuquerque as well BEI1AN SYNDICATE IS
March 12 in Milwaukee he will box 10
!here
over
no
the telegram came, with
will leave tonight' for her home in the boys make the trip if they show
as University men and they hope to
rounds with Ad Wolgast, the former
Mrs. Oldham will stop in sufficient interest in preparation. As details, from Kansas, and it showed win the contest by a
Chicago.
margin.
large
NOT
ANXIOUS
TO BUY champion, who lost tlhe title to him
Kansas City for a short visit with i general rule track meets are dis- that they were also in the run for
As a' preliminary the High school
on a foul in 1912.
E. P. Royer, former Las couraging for high' scnool. boys,1 as' it the series as they bowled over 700 and Normal Freshmen teams will
Mr. and-M- ra
play.
'
better than their first game.
Vegans.
Much, rivalry exists between
requires considerable1' rime tc get in pins
these WITHDRAWS ITS PROPOSAL FOR
O"R0URKE TO FIGHT
They
undoubtedly will be surprised two
oft-A. J. Mitchell, who has been employinterest
events
and
the
for
PURCHASE Oi- - CHICAGO
a fast
hape
which
Santa
teams,
Feb. 26. "Tommy
guarantees
Fe,
over their loss in tlio last games, as
ed by the Graaf and Hayward linn
NATIONALS
drops toward the middle of the
the popular lightweight ot
O'Rourke,
score
their
is
exceptionally high.
for flhe past year, will leave tnis ev training season. However, the Higns
The first game will begin at 8 o'
Santa Fe, was today in receipt of ofThe next series with St. George
ening for Chanute, Kans., where he are showing interest and promise to
clock and the armory will be open
Chicago;, Feb. 26. The Bchan syn fers both from Denver and El Paso,
will
In
be
started
the near future and
will locate. Mrs, Mitchell will remain keep hard at work until after the
for spectators at 7:30 o'clock.
dicate, whose offer for the controlling to appear in ten round contests with,
in Las Vegas for a short time and meet, Albuquerque is making exten- will prove to be a closer run, as the
team for stock in the Chicago; Nationals was either Yoakum or Sherman at Denver,
The
local
for
the
lineup
Kansas boys have showed up' exceedlater join her husband.
sive preparations for the entertainthe game was announced last night refused by Charles P. Taft of Cincin and with an opportunity of tacking:;
for ment of the high school teams that ingly well in their last games and
B. Struckman,
representative
by
Physical Director DeMarais, this nati yesterday, has withdrawn from the latest "come back," Ad Wolgast,
probably will continue at the same
(
the Pathe Weekly Film company of make the trip.
the field. This was announced by late world's Champion.
He is very
rate. The corning series will not be however, might be changed many
New Jersey, will remain here until
After the meet a uanquet will be
Louis J. Behan today after he had anxious to get on with Wolgast and
times
the
The
game.
lineup
during
next week. He will work in connec- driven, during which the medals will won by the highest total pins, but to start the game will be as follows: met his clients and discussed with has wired his terms, with ' good,
tion with his business, that of gather- be awarded to the winners of the dif- by the team winning the best four out
John Webb, captain; guards, them the events of his visit to Mr. chances of the same being accepted.
of seven games, the games
being Center,
ing items of interest through motion ferent events. As there are three
Harold Stewart; for- Taft. The syndicate, he said,' did not O'Leary, the fight promoter at F.l
Frank
Winters,
wee
nictures to be used in the Pathe medals for each event, gold for the played twice a
consider the stock control and fran Paso, is now incorporating a big fight
Prentiss
White, "Bob" Hart.
The scores for last niglit's games wards,
Weekly,
first place, silver for the second and on
stu- chise worth more than half a million club In the Pass City and as soon as
35
cents;
adults,
Admission,
the Y. M. C. A. alley are. as folF. E. Conners, assistant to the vice bronze for the third, the opportunity
dents, 25 cents; children under 12, dollars under the present conditions the papers have been completed hei
lows:president of the Santa ye Railway for winning a medal is mucn better
in baseball, and believed its offer of will announce his program, which.,
20 cents.
Total pins, 3,11 S.
company, accompanied by Thomas than if only one wei-- given.
$750,000 for a majority share of its "Tommy" hopes will Include his namei
223
239
212
.
Hanson
Sculley, general storekeeper for the
Also 'die high school winning the
much more than It would want In the Wolgast bout; O'Rourke keeps,
stock,
LeNoir
.
.236 197 251
company, arrived in Ijas Vegas' last greatest number of points will be glv
to pay now.
In light training all the year round;
PALR1A
.1.-1DE
236
206
WINS
.
Ungaro
night on train No. 7 and spent today en a banner emblematic of the
and it necessitates but a week or
249 211 136
Winters
'
in Las Vegas.
track championship ot tie
Is Wondering
ten days' training at any time to put
Cincinnati
184
175
Smith - rrr-"lS- $
state.
O., Feb. 26. Local base hir on edge for a fast bout and the,
Cincinnati,
RACE
May Tully is directing a vaudeville ' A new feature will Be added to the .
ball men were wondering today over simple life led by him insures first
.,,,v 1088 993 1037
,.r..
production of "Cavalerria Rusticana," interest of the meet this year, inas
the offer yesterday of Louis J. Behan, class trim whenever he jumps over
of
The
Kansas
the
details
games
in which 25 persons take part.
to
much as Messrs. A.'G. Spaulding and will be
purchase the stock of the Chicago the ropes. He will make his home in,
given out as soon as they are DRIVER DUPLICATES IN CALIFORNational league club owned by Charles Santa Fe no matter wfhat outsid
Brothers, the greatest athletic fur- received, f The Kansas score totaled
NIA HIS FEAT OF LAST
The mayoralty contest now under nishing house in the world, are to
P. Taft. It was learned that Behan matches he may accept
' ,
3,004.
YEAR
way in Milwaukee Is one of the most give a silver cup to the school win
Hanto
date:
Individual averages
interesting in the history of that city. ning the, greatest number of points.
son,
LeNoir;, 207; Ungaro, 200;
Santa Monica, Cal., Feb,, 26. Ralph
Mayor G. A. Bading, who was elected The cup is to be the property of the
Winters, 185; Smith, 172.
De Palma, who won ,the Vanderbilt
ticket,
two years ago on a
in
times
three
school
it
winning
high
j
Is a candidate for renomination. Op- as
pup race in Milwaukee Jn 1912, duplimany different years. Each school
the
Seidel,
are
him
cated that performance by winning
will
posed to
which wins the cud one year
the Vanderbilt cup race of 1914 over
first socialist mayor ever, elected in have. Its name engraved on the dip, BIG TICKET SALE IS
the Santa Monica course today. He
the United States; Theobald Otjen, a and will retain it for the year.
former representative in congress, and
NEEDED TO PAY OUT beat Barney Oldfleld by a narrow marThe points given for winning in the
Dav'kV S. Rose, who served five times
gin after a desperate speed battle over
various events are to count , as folmor than 100 miles, during which but
as chief, executive of the oity.
lows:
!.
a few seconds separated the two drivTOMORROW
PROMOTERS
OF
GAME
First place in an event, five points;
'
.,
ers.
NIGHT ASK SUPPORT OF
,
James M. Curley, now mayor of second place, three points, and third
'
as
a
No. 3, led in
to
continue
Gil
decided
THE
Anderson,
PUBLIC
driving
Boston, has
"greatest
one
the
aggre
point;
place,
the Vanderbilt cup. race at the end
representative in congress until the gate score for, any one school to win
honee
term
a year
The basketball game to be played of 160 miles. De Palma in No. 12
expiration of his
banner permanently and cup for the
'
at the armory tomorrow night between was second; Carlson, in No. 10 third;
year.
the New Mexico University team of Oldfleld in No. 7 fourth. Anderson's
Judge John' H. Burford, for many
years p&hief justice of the supreme
Albuquerque and the Y. M. CVA. five, pace was better than 82 miles an hour.
YOAKUM IN DEMAND
With a record of 78.72 miles per
courf;pt Oklahoma territory, is a
Manager Lolus Newman yesterday promises to be the biggest contest of
to, gucceeS Uaitejf gates' Sen- accepted terms fora '.jo'ut,brthls light its kind ever conducted. The Duke hour to foeatjj 16 big ears, piloted by
'
ft
t
"
ator Gore.
YoaKum, City squad will arrive tomorrow after soma,! of ,.tlje best motor drivers in
weight, Stanley "Soak-em;;the'eountry, 'started today In the first
to. .'be staged at Las Vegas, N. M.. the noon ready for the contest
The advance ticket1 sale has been Vanderbilt cup race run on the Pacific
.;' WHERE IS MAC?
(first part of next month, The oppoPalnesvllte, Ohio, Feb.. 26. The nent has not been selected as yet, ibut started and a large sale la expected. coast. The best time heretofore made
family here of iGeorge W, McCarthy, the, .reputation of Yoakum has so at- It Is essential that many tickets be in a Vanderbilt event was 74.0 miles
"
; ,7 ,
$i railroad'; engineer, was waiting to tracted the southern .promoters that sold in order to pay the expenses of per hour.
of
State
M. C, '.The IS cars were sent away;, at intY.
team.
The
the
headllner.
Albuquerque
a
day for word from Secretary
wanted
for
him
they,,
ervals beginning at 10 o'clock. The
Brvan i and Congressman Gordon, as
Newman also has many offers for
distance is 294.03 miles, or 35 laps of
to whethef a freport that McCarthy Yoakum In the middle west and Great
the 8.401 miles course, which ought
had been slain injjMexieo more than Lakes states, but if reports from some
McSvklfn verified.
to be covered by the winners in lesa
had
go
are
the
of these towns
correct,
ring
ayear
!3 .
than four hours, it is said.
Carthy is reported toi jnave been drag- bouts are not drawing in a financial
1
from
El
enroute
a
train
1
was
No.
sent
Car
defrom
Starter
1
Yoakum
to
ged
away by
that, wilf induce
i way( these'
PasoetfU-Mexic- o
Wagner at 10: 656("cloclc. ; The Other
sert
parts. Yoakum and "NewIS racing machines tore 'away at
man, will be back In Denver follow
Manufacturer of
,
A FATAL DUEL
;'"'
intervals.
Promowhen
Las
the
Vegas bout,
ing
Metis", Germany, Feb 26 Lieutenant ter.
h
('"Spencer Wishart, in No. 2, made the
Delaney will have signed1 a
infantry
first lap at 80 mllea an hour, although
IB
"TI
P"
"!
Haage of the Ninety-eightN
lightweight for the lumberjack.
a soft spot developed by the recent
regiment, Stationed here; was; killed tenyer Post.
rains1 caused the cars to skid dangertoday in a duel with Lieutenant Von
14
La Valetta Saint George, a comrade
ously at one of the turns.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
of the same regiment. According to
Cars Drop Out Early
Freddie Welsh vs. iirnmy Duffy, 8
With less than a third of the race
the published version Qf the quarrel rounds, at SL Louis.
the duel was the result of an insult
"K. O." Brown vs. Glenn Ooakley,
completed Cars No. 2, No. 6 and No.
9 were officially declared out on ac
to Lieutenant Haage's wife at a mask- 10 rounds, at Grand Rapids.
Ee- Eor
best on
ed ball last night in the military cacount of engine troubles.
Danny Goodman vs. Johnny Till
r
sino,
Edwin Pullen in No. 2 drove the
or plain
MIchcIhi
man, 10 rounds, at Eu Claire, Wis.
Milter Non-Ski- n
i
tenth lap at the rate of 85 miles an
Willie Shafer vs. Walter Bouman,
CHANCE WILL PLAY
hour. On the fourteenth lap, while
10 rounds, at Janesville, Wis.
and
and Fiske tires and everything nettLos Angeles, Cal., Feb. 26. Frank
still
leading, his car ran into an
j HAND SEIEB SOLES $1X3
iron barricade. The car was wreck
auto.
ed for
Chance, will leave tomorrow for HousWHITE SOX WORKING
and his mecha
ton, Tex, to join the squad of New
ed but) the driver
Paso Robles, Cal., Feb. 26 The Chi
!
BAND
OLES
nician escaped unhurt
lork Americans, and begin the 1914 cago White Sox, who arrived here
f1 I
j ni
travel-wordust-ladeseagoo
Anderson went out of the race in
spring training
and
last night,
ANO REELS
$1,231
the eighteenth with a broken driving
after one of the most tiresome and
1 1
McNAUGHTON IS ILL
shaft. In the twentieth it became a
adventurous trips ever undertaken by
ILL I .... 1
.ILL)
j
San Francisco, Feb. 26. W. W.
contest between those two ancient
a major league baseball team on a
the dean of sporting writ spring training jaunt, began their
523 2 6ih St
rivals, Del'alma and Barney OMfield,
Tg
!, i"
ers o?i the Pacific coast, wa3 stricken "workout" today under "Kid" Gleason,
with the former leading by only a
0 4
Bank
with heart disease early today and acting manager in the absence of
two
more
than
minute.
trifle
snJ
Peoples
Opposite
taken to a hospital. It was said later Jltnrnly Calahan.
Seven cars were out of the race at
i
Trust Co
bis chances for recovery were
mark. These were: Harthe
Subscribe for The fjpne.
ry Grant, No. 1, out oa first lap, brok- -
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NOTICE OF SALE
2n Hie District Court for the Fourth
Judicial .District ot the State of
New Mexico Bitting in and for the
County of San Miguel.
Territory of New Mexico, Plaintiff.
No. 6736
vs.
?"homas B. Catron, Charles C. Cat-

ron, Julius Day, and the Unkown
Owners of the Antonio Ortiz
Land Crant and the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant, Defendants.
Notice Is hereby given that I, the
(undersigned Sheriff of San Miguel
"County of the State of New Mexico,
wilder and ly virtue of an order of
fcourt bearing date November 30th, A.
55., 1911, made and entered In cause
INo. 6736 on the docket of the District
Ckrart for the county aforesaid, where
in the Territory of New Mexico Is the
I'lnlntiff and Thomas B. Catron,
Charles C. Catron, Julius Day, and
the unknown owners of the Antonio
Ortiz Land Grant and the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant are the defendants, and
said order of Court commanded me
unong other things to sell the Antonio Ortia Land Grant, Jieing the land
nd real estate hereinafter described,
1n order to satisfy the judgments rendered in the above entitled cause, one
of said judgments being for the sum
of ?2,500.00 and cost3, and the other
judgment being for the sum of
51,000.00 and costs and whereas by
virtue of said order of Court and two
certain writs of execution Issued out
of the District Court of said County
in cause No. 6736, on the docket of
said Court, wherein the Territory of
New Mexico la the plaintiff, and
Thomas B. Catron, Charles C. Catron,
Julius Day and the unknown owners
f the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant and
the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant are defendants. In an action for the collection of taxes due and owing to the
plaintiff, the then Territory ot New
'

ia which said cause
inclusive,
Judgment was rendered on the
30th
day of November, A. D.
1911, for the sura of $2,500.00 and
costs for the years 1904 to 1908 inclusive and a judgment waa rendered
on same date in said cause for the
sum of $1,000.00 and costs for the
years 1909 and 1910 inclusive, have
levied upon the following described
land and real estate situate, lying
and "being in the County of San
Miguel of the State of New Mexico,
and butter described and bounded as
that certain tract of
follows,
land known as the Antonio Ortiz
Land Grant and said Land Grant beon
ing bounded as follows,
the north by the Canyon Laurlano;
on the east by the Mesita Las Conchas; on the west by the Canyon of
Aguilar and on the south by the Old
Road going to Las Conchas;
And that I will on Monday, the 30th
day ot March, A. D. 1914 at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of said day, at the
in
east front door of the Court-hous- e
the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel
County of the State of New Mexico,
expose for sale and sell to the highest bidder for cash the above described land and real estate, for the purpose of realizing the sum of $2,500.00
and costs and the further sum of
$1,000.00 and costs, together with all
costs of sale and all accruing costs,
the same being the amounts due on
said executions and Judgments at the
date of sale.
tc-w-lt:

to-wi-

ROMAN GALLEGOS.
New

Sheriff of San Miguel County,
Mexico.

Plaintiffs attorneys are Charles W.
Ward and Chester A. Hunker,
e
adresses
whose offices and
M.
N.
are Las Vegas,
G.

post-offic-

Gas in the stomacti or bowels Is a
disagreeable symptom of a torpid

rid or it quicKiy taise
liver. To
Mexico, (now state of New Mexico) HE RHINE. getIt is a marvelous liver
lor the years 1904 to 1908 inclusive, stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
and the year og 4909 and 1910 50c Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY
CONCERN
Notice is hereby given to whom it
State of New Mexico, County of Sin
may concern that Frank Roy, the un
Miyuel, in the Probate Court
Ia the matter of the estate of Irenea dersigned, was appointed on the 28tb
D. de Romero, deceased.
day of January A. D. 1914, AdminisNotice is hereby given to whom it trator of the Estate of Mary Linsener,
may concern that Margarito Romero, deceased, and all persons having
the undersigned, was appointed on the claims against the Estate of said Mary
lGta day of February A. D. 1914, ad- Linsener, deceased, will present th
ministrator of the estate of Irenea D. same within the time prescribed by
de Romero, deceased and that all per- law.
FRANK ROY,
CON-CER-

sons having claims against the estate
Administrator.
of said Irenea D. de Romero, deceased
will present the same within the time
Vanish Away
Men and women having backache,
prescribed by law.
stiff and swollen Joints
Dated this 16th day of February, A. rheumatism,
are honestly glad to know that Foley
1914.
D.
Kidney Pills are successful everyMARGARITO ROMERO,
where in driving out these ills. That
Administrator. Is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective in
all diseases that result from weak, inactive
kidneys and urinary irregulariDEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
ties. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross
United States Land Office
Drug Store. Adv.
Tueumcari, N. M., January 22, 1914.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GD7EN: That NEW BRUNSWICK
LEGISLATURE
the State of New Mexico, under and
Fredericton, N. B., Feb. 26. The
ty virtue of the act of Congress ap- New Brunswick legislature was forproved June 20, 1910, hereby makes mally opened ibis afternoon by Lieutpplicatlon for the within described tenant Governor Wood, attended by
lnapproprlated, unreserved, and
a large military staff, and with the
public lands, for the beueftt usual ceremonies. The guard of honor
af the University. Said lands being was furnished by the Canadian' Royal
situated In the County of San Miguel, Regiment and the York Regiment,
State or New Mexico, and more par- while the Twelfth Battery of the Canticularly described as follows,
adian Field Artillery, of Newcastle,
'
Description
fired a salute of fifteen guns at the
See. Twp. Rng. Mer. appointed hour for the opening of the
af Tracts
12N 25E3 N. M. proceedings. The legislative program
19
SWSE
29
12N 25B N1. M. forecasted for the session is rather
NE4NW
NTESE' . 30 12N 25E N.M. shorter than usual, though several Im3SWy, - 33 12N 25B N.M. portant measures relating to internal
Comprising a total area of 200 acres. improvements and the development of
All persona wishing to protest commerce and the industries are to
against selection by the State of New receive attention.
Mexico ot the tracts of land above
mentioned, must file their protests
A scald, burn, or severe cut heals
against the said selection in this of- slowly if neglected. The family that
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
fice on or before the twenty-sevent- h
LINIMENT on hand is always preday of March, 1914.
pared for such accidents. Price 25c,
R. A. PRENTICE,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by CenRegister.
tral Drug Co.Adv.

26, 1914.
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. V FRATERNAL
M
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comnight f
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenae at
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are
third Thursday
each month, visiting diaMy welcome.
J. C. Werts, Pr
brothers cordially In dent; J. T. Bahler, Secretary; O.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., IL S. Van Baily, Treasurer.

COLUMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

-'

TISEMENT8

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-la- r
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
Tses-i- f
conclave
No ad to occupy lest space than two
In each He-ntMaat
toy
line
All
advertisement
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually aet
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

rl

y'i

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
day evenings each month at Woo

men hall. Visiting brothers cordia
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

Regular con-- ,
vocation first Monday in
on,l;"
"Juuui ai Masonic
Temple at 7:80 n. m. P. No.
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
No.
Blood, Secretary.

East Pound
Arrive

For
FOR RENT

Inquire

414

MAIM ft,

ssio

A HD

p. m
2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m

8

10....

O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
4. Meets
every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
visiting No.
brethren conifaiiv
No.
ni,it
A4I.G-- l
J HiLtjiia.
"J
Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
V .n . m
m
m. iwooa,
w., x. ir
Secretary; Karl No.
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,

West Bound
Arrive

'

1....
3....
7....
9....

B.

BABY CHICKS,

P. O. ELKS

Meets

eeeonri

.h

Rhode Island Reds
fourth Tuesday evening of each
and Barred Rocks. Safe delivery month Elks'
home on Ninth street and
guaranteed. Mrs. Geo. Tudor, Os- Douglas avenue.
Visiting brothers
age City, Kansas.
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon!
BARRED Rock eggs for
hatching, 65 Secretary.
cents per getting of 15. C. A. McMillan, phone Olive 5572.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF

For Re at

4

ft GOOD

I

ACAZINE PRACTICALLY

JONES-BOWER-

OR NOTH

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

r

ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER

Jeorge

A.

;

Las Vegas.

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
ftoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main Hi
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

This
0

"

Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
7 FLOUR

'

Christian Association in Kansas met
here today for their biennial state
convention. The convention has as
its general theme, --A Larger Relig
ious Work Emphasis for the Kansas
Association." The sessions will con
tinue four days, closing on Sunday afternoon with a, (public; meeting at
which adresses will oe grven by John
R. Mott Fred R. Smith and other not
ed religious workers.
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can be

tamed in mu cuy worn

ALL GROCERS

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs, Each Delivery . -to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .. .
60 lbs., to 200 lbs,, Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs. Each Delivery ..

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs,
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per
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Harvesters, etorers, aad Distributors of Nataral Ice. tie Parity
Lasting Qualities el Watea Save Hade Las Vesaa ramose.
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OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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GREYfSTER- LING) FINISH

RETAIL PRICES

t--

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
' SONS' A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CINO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel P. 8.

1. 1

ledo, Ohio.
'
Sold by all druggists. 75c.

giving you

FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Visitlni
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.

$100

The readers of thi nnnnr mm o
pleased to learn that thorn ia at lomtt
i
one dreaded disease that science has
i oeen
able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
ft
Cure is the onW nostHvA
si known to the medical fraternity. "Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment
Hails Catarrh Cure Is taken Intomni.
ly, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, there-b- y
destrovina the fnimfl
disease,
and rivlns th
tintiAnt
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The tronritnra hi o on mimh
faith In Its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it. falls in e.nra
Run
tnr
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY Sc. CO., To-

"

a present for doing something
you a do uny
way when you
leam how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

L. O. O. MOOSE

KANSAS Y. M. C. A. CONVENTION
Salina, Kana., Feb. 26. Representatives of branches of the Young Men's

The Woman's Home Companion

n

New Merit--

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

The National Sportsman

One

A HUNKER

Hunker. Chester A. Hank
Attorneys-at-La-

?

Depart

ror iuui
elegant

S

General Massage, Hair and Scalp
r Treatment, Facial Massage, Man!
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
, .
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-ing magazines for one year:

p. m

1:10 p. m
1:35 p. m,
6:35 a. m.,... 6:40 a. m.
4:30 p. nv
4:20 p. m
7:00 p. m
6:35 p. m

Meets second ant,
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
month at W. O. W. .hall. Visiting
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
board if desired. 710 Grand avenue,
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64i
I. O. of B. B. Meets
MONUMENT CO
every first Tue
Albuquerque, N. M.
of the month in the vestry roomi
day
'
215 E. Central
ut Temple Monteflore at S o'clock
23 Years Practical Experience.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially Id
B. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS. vited. Isaac Appel,
President; Charie
Greenclay, Secretary.
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles

f

p. nv
p, nt.
a. m.

Two housekeeping rooms. Cemetery Trustee.
Seventh street

SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR SALE Rose Comb Reds and R.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
C. Brown Leghorn eggs 50c, 75c, $1
first and third Mondays of each
and $1.25 per setting of 13; R. C. R.
month
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
I. strong
cockerels. C. Ladies
O. L. Flers-man- .
always welcome
VV. Wesner.
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
THOROUGHBRED
White Leghorn 908
Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
eggs for hatching, $1 and $1.50 per
Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
15. T. C. Lipsett, 1026 Fifth street.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

GET

7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

4... .11:54

I.

NUMBER,

Depart

7:20 p. m

2

No.

OPTIC

MB

LOCAL TIME

NO. 3, ROY

to-wi-t:

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC
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Charming Afterr.ccn Gown

Paquin

by

MIS. PEEBLES'
By WALTER

BABY

NIXON WILLIAMS.

It was bitter cold. Up through the
old center rock chimney the wind
whistled and howled, and seemed to
spin around all by Itself in a mad
dance, and the sparks from the log
leaped up to join it.

'

Janice Peebles watched them dreamily, dozily, if one may use that word.
It was wonderfully cosy in the old
sitting room. Her favorite low rock
er was drawn up beside the open fire,
and her sister's on the other side.
There were two small low
stands each covered with a crocheted
mat, and on each mat an open work
three-legge-
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basket.
On the pink and white rug lay Beauty, tho Maltese cat. The warm curtains were drawn over the outer
shades. Miss Dlnora was already
asleep, and the little stout woodn
clock on the mantel gave the time as
quarter of nine, very late hours for
Durham Centre.
For 27 years the two Peebles girls,
as they were still called, had
lived on peacefully
iu the homestead, on their modest allowance,
and the hum of the great world
never even reached them.
They
took
the weekly
farm
journal
that their father had, and the monthly
magazine their mother had liked best.
And they had never had a quarrel or
a "falling out," iu all that time. They
held firmly to all family traditions,
and each had the greatest respect
for the other because she was Peebles.
Yet tonight Janice, the younger one,
felt vaguely lonesome.
It was the
night before Thanksgiving, and she
did wish they had some real home
folks of their own to visit back and'
forth, and eat turkey.
Dhiora always said they would not
need a turkey, so they always had 8
roast pullet. Janice watched her sleep
ing for a few minutes, and then weut
to the window, and peered cautiously
out. There was no snow, only a great
bare windswept waste of land undei
the cold moonlight.
Several lighu
glowed over in the Adams house. She
was glad they had that rented at last
It was the nearest house and it was
comforting to even see a light near at
night.
And all at once she clasped the cur.
tain tightly, listening with all her ears.
It must be the cat!
But no Beauty
purred on the rug before her and
there were no others. The sound cams
again, ..nu louder, it was a thin wail
on the night wind, and something in
its cry brought all the womanhood oi
Janice up to what she would have
called the fighting mark. She caught
a shawl from a hook by the door, and
went hurriedly out to the porch entry
whore the cry had come from. The
door was locked and bolted, but she
opened it, and even before it gave
way she knew that little hands were
beating it feebly.
"Well, you poor little bit of a
thing," exclaimed Janice, bending to
lift her visitor. "Why, you're just a
snow bird, I declare."
She brought her in beside the fire,
and undid the long knit woolen com
forter thai was wound about her head,
crossed on her breast, and tied be
hind her back. About three she was,
a very mite of a lassie, with tangled
blue
blonde curls, and frightened
eyes, full of tears, and a quivering red
face.
"Lost," she kept saying, digging
her knuckles into her eyes. "Bertie's
losted."
"No, you're not,
precious," com
forted Janice, gathering her close to
her heart. "Are you hungry, dearie?"
It appeared she was most half
starved. Janice went out into the cold
buttery, and skimmed off some cream
in a bowl, then poured on it some boiling water from the singing tea kettle,
and found some biscuit to break up in
,.

in surprising
PAQUIN, noveldelights
and intricate gowns,
sometimes charms us with the simplest of creations which still embody
the stamp of Paquin distinction. One
of tho latter Is pictured in the illustration here. The skirt is of black
charmeuse with a little coatee of
black velvet and a bodice of plaited
who

M

I!

chiffon.
The skirt is a marvel of clever adjustment to the lines of the figure by

means of shaping and the least possible draping. It is made in one with
the corsage which Includes the little
coat and bodice effect. A more practical development of the toilette would
manage to make the coat' separate,
because it could be removed indoors
or worn as a separate coat with other
gowns.
The coat is trimmed with fashionable skunk fur in a fine silky grade.
This fur varies so much In quality that
some skins are worth twice as much
and more than others. It Is used on

practically every outside garment
which women wear.
This gown should be choBen by
those of plump figure who wish to
wear velvet. Like other pile fabrics
velvet must be carefully managed and

OF
WHITE WITH
BLACK CREPE

COMBINATION

the combination oi
APPARENTLY black
crepe has come
to stay. In those shops that specialize in this branch of apparel one sees
a great deal of white crepe used in
millinery. In the winter time it ap
pears in facings or borders, or in
made ornaments. It is In facing hats
of black crepe that it is best liked.
For summer mourning, white crepe
Is used more extensively.
bats, and combinations of black and
white crepe, In which the latter predominates, gives us a new kind oi
mourning millinery in which it is possible to be comfortable and to look
'cool as well.
The method of draping veils varies
with the season and with ideas that
All-whi-

is best made up along plain and severe lines, like those shown in the
model pictured.
There is not much warmth in an

outside garment which leaves the
chest uncovered, and therefore similar little coats are shown with wide
revers to turn forward when one is
outdoors and away from the chest Indoors. But the lovely Paquin model,
which we are; studying, was not designed so much with reference to its
practical side as to its picturesque
and novel appearance. The clever handling of the fastening in front, where
ribbon is wrapped about the fur and
we are left to wonder how the wear
er gets into or out of the gown; le
most attractive.
The standing and full riff of tulle
is a wonderful touch in the finishing
of the costume.
In keeping with it, and not taking
the attention fit all, the fur trimmed
turban of black velvet with its little
nosegay of gay flowers is just the hal
for this gown. The ensemble leaves
nothing to be desired it is simple
enough to please the most quiet taste
and distinctive enough to suit the
most discriminating dresser.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

as a veil but as a part of the composition of hats for first mourning.
Small face veils of net, with narrow
border of crepe- are supplied on the
models that carry the long crepe veils.
All models in mourning millinery are
made up in the fashionable shops in
either white or black, except in cases
where the character of the design
calls for a combination of the two or
for one color alone.
The manufacture of crepe has been
so perfected that it has become practical for people of moderate means.
The waterproofing processes have
made it among the most durable ol
fabrics Instead of fragile, as it used
to be. We are indebted to the English manufacturers for this
fine
achievement. Crepe used to be a
luxury which only rich people could
really afford.
-

JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

Comforter Slip.
Make your Comforter In the usual
way, using white cheesecloth next to
the cotton. Take your silkoline or
other goods; steam it up in the usual
way, sowing the edges together to
form a slip; now slip it on the white
comforter and tie enough to hold it in
place. When comforter becomes soiled
take the slip off and launder; hang
the cotton on the line. Beat lightly
with the carpet beater; you will have
'

1

"

enter, the realm of fashion and suc
ceed in remaining there. The veil of
crepe is only moderately long now
and usually draped in a box plait at
the back. It may be widened to
liang from the sides of the shape as
shown in the illustration, or narrowed
to hang straight down.
The crepe veil Is, in fact, not worn

a clean comforter without tho usual
hard labor of lifting a heavy wet
comforter, and your cotton will stay
soft and fluffy much longer. Lob Angeles Express.
New Chiffon Bags.

The newest thing in bags to carry
in the afternoon and evening is made
of figured chiffon with a brown background, figured with yellow roses In
an indistinct design.
This is mounted over cloth of gold
and sliver stripes and has a silver
clasp and chain.
Another bag is made of mauve and
green chiffon mounted over silver
cloth. Silver cords are used for drawstrings at the top and a silver tasslo
is fastened to the pointed end of
the bag.

iL

And all at once she heard Dinora
give a cry of astonishment, sitting
bolt upright and staring at the

IC. THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

guest, warmed her bare pink toes be
fore the fire and wrapped her In a
blanket, crooning her off to sleep.
"You act perfectly daffy, Janice Pee
bles," Dinora said once, Indignantly
"I do behove you're getting feeble
'
minded."
"No, I'm not," gmiled back little
Miss Janice, happily. "I guess maybe
I've made a mistake all these years,
and should have been married and had
children. I know now why I felt so
lonesome. I'm going to adopt her,
and she shall stay here, too, for it's
my home as much as yours, and father left it so."
"Then I shall remove my belongings
to the south side of the house, and you
and this child may live on this side."
"Dinora 's head was shaking a bit nervously, but she was in dead earnest
"I'm amazed at you, Janice, and your
selfishness."
"Selfishness?" laughed Janice. "If
you hadn't kept at me I'd been married
years ago to Jim Springer"
Bertie sat up suddenly, her face
bright with interest.
"Papa?"- she asked, lisping prettily.
"Me Bertie Springer."
"For the land of rest!" murmured
Janice staring at her. There were
voices outside, and stamping of feet
on the little porch. Janice set the
child down before the fire, and went
to the door, her face pale.
"We're so Borry to rouse you,"
said a young cheery voice. "I'm Jim
Springer, and my wife and I just
moved in next door. Our baby girl Is

26, 1914.
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"No, she's not, Jimmie," quavered
Janice brokenly, for was not this
strong lad the image of that other
Jim Springer who bad courted her for
She pointed
to the
years back.
hearthrug. "There she is, safe and
sound, and I was just going to steal
her from you."
"You can have her any time now,
Miss Janice," he laughed
happily,
gathering Bertie up in his arms.
We're much obliged."
The door was shut and bolted again,
and Janice stood alone, feeling old
and bewildered at the way the sunshine had gone out of her life. She
looked at her sister's still Indignant
profile, and went over to her chair.
"Sister," she began, but Dinora patted her hand understandingly.
"Never mind, child,"
she said
gently. "You always were sentimental, and I'm glad she's Jim's granddaughter. I suppose you might have
been her grandmother. I'm sorry,
"
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WOMEN STRONGER THAN MEN
Much" More Tenacious of Life and
Less Likely to Succumb to
Disease.
More boys than girls are born every
year, but every census return shows
that there are more women than men.
The apparent contradiction is explained by the theory that women are
much more tenacious of life than men,
that they have tougher organisms, and
are less likely to succumb to disease.
Men are prodigal of vital force,
whereas women conserve it, preserve
it, and as a result women will often
recover from ailments that are fatal
to men. A woman of forty has 78
chances to one against dying within
the year, while the chances of a man
are only 49 to one.
These figures are based upon Eng
lish actuarial tables, but they are sustained by calculations in other countries. An English sociologist, after
extensive investigation, estimated that

It Will Be
X

Done Quickly and

s

Rightly

if 1,000 men and 1,000 women, each of
average weight and build, and practi-

cally equal training, were armed and
equipped for battle, and started on a
long forced march, probably 90 per
picture.
cent of tbe men would reach their
"Land of rest," where did you get her, destination.
she
asked.
Janice?"
Of the remaining ten per cent., six
"On the doorstep, sister;
please would die from exhaustion and four
don't be nervous a bit. She just came recover. On the other hand, only 75
to ub, and it's a blessing, too. Where per cent of the women would comdo you live, Bertie?"
plete the march, but none would die.
Beiiie was very busy with her supThis Notice Notifies.
per, but she waved the spoon In a
A striking warning against the
general fashion, and said she lived
way off on the tiain.
floods that rise with Inconceivable
"0o you suppose for a minute that rapidity and volume in the Rocky
she's va a foundling?" Dinora said mountain streams is seen In a gorge
miles west of Denver, Col.
thoughtfully. ; "I've heard of such twenty-fivThey leave them around on
Here Bear Creek, a mere rivulet,
things.
We ought to notify the se- hardly ankle (Jeep, threads Its way for
doorsteps.
lectmen."
several miles through a narrow canyon
In 15 minutes Janice's whole scheme in places barely wide enough to per
of lite had been readjusted, since she mit a roadway beside the stream.
had felt those clinging baby arms
At one of these narrow points a
around her neck. She spoke with firm- needle of granite thrusts Itself up beness nd dignity, and it was the first tween creek and roadway to a height
time Bhe had ever disagreed with her of more than forty feet. Poised upon
sister.
its top, like the bar on the letter T,
"1 think I shall keep her, Dinora, myla a huge log, twenty feet long.
self."
It was left there, some years ago,
"Keep her? You're out of your mind, by a sudden flood that drowned more
"We than a score of people camping In the
child," Dinora said placidly.
couldn't have a child cluttering up the canyon.
On a brass tablet, fastened to the
place. Where would Bhe sleep, and
inwho'd tend her?"
pillar, the conty authorities have
scribed this pregnant sentence:
"I would." Apologetically, but dog"If you knew what put this log up
gedly Bha said it. "I'd love to have
her and bring her up properly, too. here you wouldn't camp In this canShe's such a little dear, Dinora."
yon."
"She's a sightly child, I'll admit."
Frankness of Childhood.
Dinora put her glasses on to take a
anything that's
"Mr. Simpkina,
better look. "But her staying here
Is out of the question. You don't mean
pickled Is dead, isn't it?"
to adopt her, I hope, Janice?"
"Yes. Bobby."
"Then I dWt understand what faJanice bowed her head. When the
baby girl finished her supper, a strauge ther was talking about."
"How is that, Hobby?"
silence bad fallen between the two sis"lie said you had been pickled for
ters. It was their first disagreement.
Janice undressed the little unwelcome
twenty years."

'
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Jan-Ice.-

Janice went over to the'window and
out anxiously.
The lights at
the other house were going out one
by one. She sighed a little, and drew
the curtain.
"Let's ask them all over for dinner
tomorrow, sister," she said. "I'll telephone down to the market for a turkey now."
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Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

BRIDGE STREET
"THE FAITH OF HER FATH ERS" Two-reTHE MUTUAL WEEKLY.

drama.

Reliance.

It's a better car sold at a
tower price. Under all conditions in every country the
Ford has proven itself the one
car that will meet every test.
And in first and after costs it
saves money for its owner.

Trees pruned see Thornhill, Prun
The Agua Pura company is getting
ing trees and fixing gardens. Phone its water main on Bridge street In
Purple 5352. Adv.
the best possible condition, so that
thely may be depended upon to need
Finch' Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged no repairs for many years after the
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
paving is laid.
you. ,At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

JY NOW

Tin

MUTUAL MOVIES

Adv.

1.90
,
20 to 60c
15c Dozen
30c Dozen

Recent heavy storm in California have greatly
the fruit on the trees. Prices will likely be much

Light automobile lamps at 6:23
o'clock this evening

Afternoon and evening gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

S3.50

Tangerines
Larger Tangerines

wnc
Coi

m m m

Prices are no Higher

By the box
By the Half box
By the Dozen
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Fresh invoice of those delicious
Candy Figs Calarab just received at
Winters Drug Company. Adv.

NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Notice is hereby given that he tax
roll for A. D. 1913 has been receiveJ
in the treasurer's office. The first
half of the 1913 taxes are now due
and became delinquent on February
16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
EUGENIO ROMERO,
Mrs. Annie Pierce, who left here Der month.
Treasurer and Collector.
last night, went to Colfax, Wash., In
stead of to Kentucky, as was stated
Friends of Mrs. Pierce
yesterday.
kindly assisted he by raising the

Mrs. oilie Shearer has removed'her
BIC CROWD TURNS OUT
for her traveling expenses.
health culture office from the Hotel money
ttomaine to the Albert hotel.
A' M. Adler has announced his in
FOR PATBE'S WEEKLY
tention of opening an establishment
in
the on
Ladles, there Is nothing finer
Bridge street in the near future
world than those Calarab Candy Figs
The
place will be called the Hub Bar TWENTY AUTOMOBILES LOADED
at Winters Drug Company. Adv.
gain house. It will occupy, the room
WITH BOOSTERS GO TO THE
where the West side picture show
SHOW
WILD
WEST
Lost Gold watch with initial P.,
was located, immediately
also gold pin with, ruby set. Return formerly
west of the Hoffman & Graubartn
Over 20 automobiles loaded with
to Optic. Reward. Adv.
store.
Las Vegas boosters, left this morning
about 10 o'clock for the Hot firings
Jack McGreevy, who has been inRev. Dr. Jacob Landau announced and the Forsythe .ranch where the
disposed for the past several days,
services would be party planned to spend the larger part
was out on the streets again today; todaly that religious
resumed tomorrow night at Temple of the day. The trip was made, fcjrj
visiting his friends.
Montefiore, of which he is the spirit the principal purpose of escorting Ben
ual
director. Dr. Landau said he Struckman, the representative of the
A marriage license was issued yeswould speak tomorrow night upon an Pathe Weekly Film company of New
court
house
terday afternoon at the
to Jose C. Aragon, a,ged,ljt,1nnd Felipa important subject, and he asked that Jersey, to the places mentioned, where
all his people be requested to be motion 'pictures' were to be taken for
Castro, aged 37, bo.tJfc ,of, iSanoIgnaei.
the Pathe' weeklyT'"
present.
The party went first to the Hot
The regular
meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Angel are the Springs, where a picture was taken
of the Loyal Order of Moose will be
of a nine pound baby boy, of the Montezuma hatel, which was
held, t'his evening in the Woodman parents
this
born
morning. Mr. Angel Is em offered to the Loyal Order of Moose
8
on.
Sixth
at
hall
street, beginning
ployed
by the Danziger Brothers as for the location of a national sanao'clock.
a bookkeeper. He was a member of torium, and' later to' the Forsythe
Maroons when they ranch, where a real wild west show
Sunday night at the first Presby- the Las Vegas
of the state. Mr. was staged.
the
were
champions
terian church a union service will be
All the automobiles were well loadis
the secretary of the Las
held. Special music will be furnished Angel
Co
of
the
ed
of
and as the day was ideal for mocouncil
Knights
and the service is expected to be well Vegas
tion picture work, it is expected that
lumbus.
,
attended.
the results of the outing will be sucRev. Father Kupers celebrated mass cessful.
Mrs. Erie Choate, tlie vocal teacher,
or ttie
has taken the rooms in the Shaw this morning in the cliapel
at
ranch
Goke-Seicompany's
Cattle
occubuilding on jthe Plaza formerly
All
the
employes of STRANGERS SUSPECTED
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ross. Park Springs.
of
the
and
people livthe
ranch
many
Mrs. Choate is a vocal teacher.
ing in the surrounding country were
OF BOTEL BURGLARY
was
Santa Fo trains have been running present at the ceremony, which
season
of
the
the
to
mark
beginning
the
from
sections
and
in two
three
west for the past few days, but are of Lent. Messrs. GoKe and Sena are VAGRANCY
CHARGE), HOWEVER, IS
which is thor
reported to be! on time today. The proud of their chapel,
ONLY
ACCUSATION
PLACED
.
delay was caused by floods in Cali- oughly churchly. u'W
AGAINST THEM
fornia.

the price of the Ford F. 0, B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and particulars from
.
$613 is

LAS VEGAS FC1B SALES CO

Phone Vegas 424
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Direct from the Indian Reservations - Large As
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a-"'tea.ll
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

,

prices.

-unT

PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

AND RETAIL
WHOLESALE
TV
a.

semi-monthl- y

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES' 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

HIE
i.j;

na-tur- al

instinct, And every
woman jean bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

Hi

PURE QUILL

or OUR. PRIDE

15he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

members of Company
Fifteenth
the
of
regiment of the
I.as Vegas council No. 804, Knights A.,
States
United
passed through
army
will
hold
its
of Columbus,
regular
on train No.
meeting tonight in the O. R. C. hall. Las Vegas this afternoon
homes
to
in the
their
10
on
their
way
are
All members and, visiting brothers
invited to be present. Important busi- east from China and the Philippine Is
lands, where they have been stationed
ness is to be transacted.
for the past two years. They will be
The Hotel Remains, after March 1, followed this evening by several hunwill be under the management of W. dred more men, who have been serv'
L. Humphries, who has secured a ing at the same place.
Mr.
the
lease upon
Bloom,
property.
This morning a wagon load, of old
who has been running the hotel for
was cartej trom the H. C.
rubber
to
some time, expects
leave Las
shop to a junk estabrun
to
Mr.
Young
bicycle
expects
Humphries
Vegas.
This rubber consisted of
lishment
the hotel as a first class place.
old tubes and tires that had accumThe following civil service examina- ulated at the establishment during
tions will be lield in this city on the the past 10 years. Doubtless it will be
2
Geosent to factories and mter local auto-dates mentioned: March
assistant
geologist, salary mobilists may find themselves riding
logic aid,
f 1,500. April
Laboratory as- on automobile tires tnat at one time
sistant (male), salary $900 to $l,20O were used for bicycle tires.
Twenty-thre-

'

'

11-1-

If it may be termed a science
include

The

15-1- 6

a means of presenting the

per annum.

For other information
concerning these examinations see
Oscar Linberg at the postoffioe.

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective bnyers. To reach this

Science of
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Eatable

For Lent we Holvc
Beardsley's Shredded Cod
Fish, Fish Flakes, IzumiCrab Meat, Deviled Crabs,
All Heady

God-Fis-

The Woman's c.hi met yesterday
club
afternoon at the Commercial
rooms for Its regular
fcieeting. General routine business
as brought up and disposed of. It
was decided that the musical tea to
be given by Mrs. Mabel Hall and Mrs.
Charles O'Malley should take place
on the afternoon of the second Wednesday in March,
eeml-monthl- y

Farms
r

must

h,

The Charles Ilfeld company expects
to begin the erection of a loading sta
tion on the north side of Bridge
street immediately east of the Gal
linas river. When the station is com
pleted the big wholesale establish
ment will be able to avoid the long
haul from the Santa Fe freight depot
to the West side. The cars will be
shunted onto the Hot Springs branch
to discharge their freight at the new
unloading station.

Clams, Minced Clams, Shrimps, Salmon, Oysters,
Slacker

J

VAULT

in Tomato Sauce, Kippered Herrinjj and

Sardines in oil, mustard and deviled.
Smoked and Fresh Fish Daily.

CLEANING

Also Salt,
-:-

-

AND CESSPOOL

:

Those desiring work done
will please call on or phone
!

HE OOAAF & MAYVARD CO.STORE
'

Las Vejas Transfer Co.
Phone Main

43

C. A. Hoffman and C. N. Nelson
were arrested at El Dorado hotel last
night by Night Merchants Policeman
Terry McGovern, and this roornm- ai
the city court' were given 90 days in
the county jail by Judge p. R. Murray on the charge or vagrancy.
The circumstances of this case
make it one of the most peculiar
brought into the police court for some
time. About 2:15 o'clock this morn
ing Officer McGovern was called to
LI Dorado hotel by the proprietor, and
there found Hoffman and Nelson. Mr.
P. Linn, landlord, is of the opinion
that the men are howl thieves and
for that reason he asked that they be
arrested.
According to the story of the two
men they visited the hotel to look for
a friend. They contradicted them
selves considerably in their story, and
the city officials Ibelleve them to be
crooks."1
One man stated that he, with
PIANO OWNERS
Phone Main 3S9 between 8 and 9 his friend, had visited the station upa. m. and learn my reasonable price on the arrival of Santa Fe train No.
for tuning, work guaranteed. C. T, 8 to look for a friend from AlbuquerFranklin, Starr Piano Co. Reference, que, but evidence shows that they
Mrs. Charles L. Kohn. Adv.
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Our Eastern Car of Spring
v Furniture Will Soon Move
Let us have your orders at once. We will
save you 20 to 25 per cent

J.

C.

Johnsen and
Son

"COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS"

Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
H allot Ray nolds. Cashier.

S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

,

,

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

PREPARE

interest Paid on Tims Deposits

FOR BIG CONVENTION
MEHBERS OF THE DENOMINATION
WILL MEET ON SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
AH members of the First Christian
church are requested to meet at the
tabernacle Sunday afternoon at 3 o'
clock; The church also would appreciate the attendance of those who
live In Las Vegas and who hold their
membership in this religious body
elsewhere.
The pastor, Rev. John Lee Imhof,
has received word that a number of
the national workers of the church
will be passing through the southwest
and will be present to tak,e part in
the state Christian convention this
spring.
"The dates for the convention are

May 28, 29, 30, 31," said Mr. Imhof.
"Preparation by the local church
should be made at once to take care
of the large number who will attend,

A. W. Patterson,
523 Sixth Street
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to be
Every Women Isa Proud
goodtbaker. P It is'a

TIE

It is very important that every dethe
partment of the organization
best of condition."

were arrested before rain No. 8 arrived in Las Vegas.
TQ ADDRESS
Hoffman claims to a "barber, while
Nelson says' he is a waiter. Both men
UNIVERSITY CLU
wore new suits of clothes. Due to
the lack of substantial evidence the
men could not be arrested on the
HIS SUBJECT TONIGHT WILL BE
charge of thievery, but the 'vagrancy
"THE STRIKE IN SOUTHERN
charge was made, and' the men will
COLORADO"
be forced to serve their sentences.

MM
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ALL ASSUSQ SATISFACTIsS
will be the result of yonr purchase if
it comes from its
REMEMBER:

Onr Name on the Box
means a Lot

fit; 't&M&&

ZELIE IS SAFE

,

London, Feb. 26. Confirmation of
the statement that no steps are being
taken by . the British government for
the deportation of Miss 'Zelie Emerson, the militant suffragette of Jackson, Michigan, was given by Reginald
McKena, home secretary, in a printed
reply to a question put to him in the
house of commons today.
Senator Oliver of Pennsylvania favors the inspiration of a state-widprohibition plank In the state republican platform.
e

Tonight at the Y. M. C. A. the University club will hold its
which will be addressed by
O. C. Zingg, a member of the faculty
of the New Mexico Normal University..
Mr. Zingg will speak on "The Strike
in the Southern Colorado Coal Fields."
His remarks will be followed by a
general discussion of labor disturbances, unonitim, open-nhoand other
subjects which will be called to attention by a consideration of the coal
strike. All member of the club are
invited to be present and bring with
them any persons who may be inter- regular-meeting-

p

ested.

,

